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A mathematical model was developed to predict the rate and 
the pattern of bed load deposition in an arbitrary river-reservoir 
system where one-dimensional (unit width) flow phenomena predominate. 
Three different bed load equations, namely the modified (for desposi-
tion) Schoklitsch, the Meyer-Peter et al., and the Einstein-1942 bed 
load equations were used. The-calculations were made with an arbi-
trary set of input data with three different sediment sizes. 
The most interesting result of this investigation is a qual-
itative one, namely the formation of a typical delta. In all cases, a 
delta is first built-up and then progressed in the downstream direc-
tion. The quantitative results indicate that the Meyer-Peter et al. 
and Einstein-1942 bed load equations transport and deposit at rates 
that are about twenty (20) times faster than the modified Schoklitsch 
equation. This was expected, as the latter equation is known to be a 
rather conservative one. The modified Schoklitsch equation also seems 
to be insensitive to the variations in sediment size. However, with 
the Einstein-1942 bed load equation, the model predicts that both the 
rate of bed load deposition is strongly decreased and the initial lo-
cation of the delta formation occurs further upstream, as the sediment 
size in increased from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm and to 2.0 mm. 
Despite the simplicity of the present mathematical model, it 
is remarkable to observe that the predicted behavior of the delta for-
mations are quite in agreement with existing ones, such as in Lake 
Mead-behind Hoover Dam. 
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The sediment transported by a water course is forced to de-
posit as it proceeds into a deeper water body, such as a reservoir be-
hind a dam, a lake or an ocean. This is due to the fact that the ve-
locity, and thus the sediment transport capacity, of the flow is re-
duced as its depth is increased. 
A water course may transport both cohesive and noncohesive 
sediments. Presently, the cohesive sediment transport still remains 
to be a problem without any plausible solution even in simplified 
cases [see GRAF (1971), Ch. 12]. There has been relatively more suc-
cess in dealing with the transport of noncohesive (granular) sediments; 
the latter may be classified as the bed load, the suspended load, and 
the wash load [see GRAF (1971), Chs. 7, 8, and 9]. The bed load, the 
suspended load, and the wash load together make up the total load. 
The study investigates the deposition pf the bed load mate-
rial, consisting of the relatively coarser sediments, as a river en-
ters a reservoir. For this purpose, a mathematical model is developed 
as described subsequently. 
6 
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
2.1 Introductory Remarks 
In this study a mathematical model is developed for the pre-
diction of the rate and pattern of bed load deposition in a river-
reservoir system. The deposition pattern takes place in the form of a 
delta. The earlier developments of the model were described by 
YUCEL et al. (1973). The model considers an arbitrary river-reservoir 
system suitable for a one-dimensional (unit-width) analysis, as shown 
in Fig. 2.1. The characteristics of the model and the assumptions in-
volved are described below~ • 
2.2 One-Dimensional (Unit-Width) Model of a River-Reservoir System 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the model considers a reservoir formed 
by a dam constructed on the course of a river where one-dimensional 
flow phenomena are predominant. As a result of the retardation of the 
flow as it enters the reservoir, the sediment transported by the river 
is forced to deposit. If only the bed load is taken into account, such 
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• 
Fig. 2.1: River-Reservoir System 
(i) The relatively larger sized sediments are first deposited to develop 
a delta formation, which builds up at the upstream end (the mouth) of the 
reservoir and progresses downstream. (ii) The smaller sized sediments 
are carried further downstream to be deposited in relatively flat layers 
often referred to as the bottom sediments. 
The objective of this model is to predict such deposition pat-
terns. The analysis is made in two parts: (a) The back water profile; 
and, (b) the sediment transport and deposition. These two parts of the 
analysis are made independently. Thus, a constant geometry of the river-
reservoir system with no sediment transport is assumed in calculating the 
back water profile. Similarly, the back water profile is assumed to re-
main unchanged during each series of calculations made for the sedDnent 
deposit ion. 
It is expected that any deposition in the reservoir which alters 
the bottom configuration will affect the back water profile. However, for 
the purpose of avoiding unnecessary repetitions, the model warrants the 
calculation of a new back water profile only if a certain significant 
amount of deposition has taken place. In this study such a case is con-
sidered to occur if the ratio of the maximum deposit thickness to the 
local water depth is in excess of 2% (an arbitrary figure), with reference 
to the channel bottom configuration used in the previously calculated back 
water profile. A simplified logical scheme of the model is shown in the 
flowchart given by Fig. 2.2. The methods applied in calculating the back 
water profiles and the bed load depositions are described subsequently. 
A detailed characteristic of the model is given in the Appendix. 
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Fif;ure 2. 2 flm: Chnrt of the Computer Program 
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2.2.1 Back Water Profile 
The back water profile in a river-reservoir system with a unit 
flow rate, q, and a fixed bed configuration (no sediment transport) can 
be calculated with the use of any one of the well-known methods [see 
CHOW (1959, Ch.lO)J. The model developed in this study uses a standard 
"step-by-:-step method". As shown in Fig. 2.3, the calculations are started 
at the dam section where the water depth is maximum, i.e., D = D , and 
max 
proceeded step-by-step in the upstream direction until the normal river 
flow conditions are attained. A typical cycle of calculations made for 
the back water profile can be described as follows: 
(a) A typical section is considered where the water depth is 
known (or previously calculated) to be Di-l' 








• = D. l + ~D. 
1- 1 
Fig. 2.3: Back Water Profile 
(2-1) 
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where D. is the water depth at a new section upstream of the previous l. . 
one, where the water depth is D. 1 . Thus, a reach is formed between I.-
these two sections. 
(c) The reach has a length of ~L. which is approximated by 
l. 








, Sbo and Seo are the average velocity, water depth, the 
bottom slope, and the slope of the energy grade line, respectively, all 
calculated at the mid-section of the reach. 
(d) Both the water depth increment ~Di assumed and the reach 
length ~1. calculated should be sufficiently small in order to justify 
l. 
the validity of Eq. (2-2). In this study, Eq. (2-2) is considered to 
be sufficiently adequate, if the mid-section.patameters,·sboand seo' 
are within 5% of those at the boundary sections of the reach, namely, 
Sbi and Sb(i-l)' and sei and se(i-l)' respectively. 
(e) If the above conditions--described under (d)--are not 
satisfied, a new (smaller) water depth increment ~D. is assumed and 
l. 
the above procedure is repeated as given under (a) to (d) until the 
conditions described under (d) are satisfied. 
(f) Special problems are encountered at two places during 
the calculations of the back water profile, namely: (i) at the re-
gions where there is considerable change in the channel bed slope, 
11 
q 
and (ii) at the regions where the normal river flow conditions are about 
to be reached. The procedures followed under these conditions are de-
scribed in the Appendix, in. the·~subroutine Program WPROF. 
2.2.2 Bed Load Deposition 
Once the back water profile is determined for a particular 
geometry and the flow conditions for the river-reservoir system, the 
bed load deposition calculations are made. As shown in Fig. 2.4, these 
calculations are started at the section approximating the normal river 
flow conditions and progressed downstream into the reservoir. The same 
sections, as determined in the back water profile calculations, are used 
for the bed load deposition calculations. A typical cycle of calculations 
made for the bed load deposition is described as follows: 
(a) At some section within the river-reservoir system, where 
the water depth is D. (the characteristics of the sections were determined 
1 
during the back water profile calculations), the bed load transport ca-
pacity of the flow is designated by q .. The latter can be determined 
S1 





Figure 2.4 Sediment Transport anrl ~eposition 
(b) At the next downstream section, which is at a distance 
~Li from the upstream one, the water depth is Di-l" Since, in general, 
the water depth increases in the downstream direction, namely, 
Di-l > Di' the average flow velocity is decreased, or Vi-l <Vi (the 
unit water flow rate is constant, i.e., q = canst). As a result of 
smaller velocity, the bed load transport capacity at the downstream 
section, qs(i-l)' will also be smaller than· the one at the upstream 
section, namely, qs(i-l) < qsi" 
(c) The difference between the bed load transport capacities 
at the upstream and the downstream sections is: 
(2-3) 
This amount of bed load should be deposited between these two sections. 
If the length of the reach, ~L., is sufficiently small, and if the 
~ 
change in the flow conditions between the two sections is gradual, then 
it may be assumed that the deposition of the bed load within the reach 
will be uniformly distributed. The average uniform thickness of the 
deposition, 5 . , per unit time (period) of deposition, Td' is then: s~ 
(2-4) 
(d) The above explained calculations-are started at the sec-
tion approximating the normal river flow conditions where the water depth 
is D , and progressed in the downstream direction. Each cycle of dep-
n 
osition calculations are ended if either of the following two conditions 




course is exhausted, and (ii) when the reservoir itself is exhausted, 
namely, the dam section is reached. 
(e) The deposition calculated according to the above procedure 
results in a change in the channel bottom elevation within each reach. 
Thus, a new channel bottom elevation is obtained at each section by 
adding the thickness of the deposition calculated to the original channel 
bottom elevation, or, 
zb · < ) = 2b · ( i · 1) + 5 • 1 new 1 or g1na s1 (2-5) 
with the application of Eq. (2-5) at each section, a new channel bottom 
configuration is obtained . 
(f) Any change in the channel bottom requires the determination 
of a new back water profile. However, to avoid too lengthy calculations, 
a new back water profile is calculated only after deposition resulting in 
significant changes in the channel bottom profile. In this study, a 
significant deposition is assumed to have occurred only if any of the 
local thicknesses of deposition exceeds 2% (an arbitrary figure) of the 
local water depth. Thus, a new back water profile is calculated only if, 
(&;.i) ~ 2% 
1 max 
(2-6) 
(g) If the deposition obtained as a result of a cycle of cal-
culations is not significant, or if (& ./D.) < 2%, then another cycle 
s1 1 max 
is assumed to have taken place identical to the previous one, and the 
channel bottom elevations are adjusted accordingly. 
14 
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The details of the above procedure are described in the Appendix 
in association with the Subroutine Program DPBL. 
2.3 Bed Load Equations 
The bed load deposition was calculated with the use of three 
different bed load equations, namely, the Schoklitsch equation (modified 
" for deposition with the use of Hjulstrom's critical deposition velocity), 
the Meyer-Peter et al. equation, and the Einstein-1942 bed load equa-
tion. GRAF (1971, Ch. 7) reviews these and other bed load equations in 
detail. Only a brief description of each of these equations is given 
herein. 
2.3.1 Modified Schoklitsch Equation 
The Schoklitsch-type bed load equation [see GRAF (1971, 
pp. 130-131)] can be expressed in the following form: 
(2-7) 
where q is the bed load transport rate in volume per unit time per unit 
s 
width; S is the channel slope; q is the water flow rate in volume per unit 
time per unit width; q is the critical water flow rate at which the bed 
cr 
material begins to move; and X and k are empirical sediment coefficients. 
In using Eq. (2-7), or any presently ~vailable bed load equa-
tion for that matter, for sedimentation (deposition) in reservoirs, two 
violations are unavoidable, namely: 
(i) All of the bed load equations are developed for uniform 
flow conditions, for which the slopes of the channel bed and of the 
15 
energy grade line are identical. For flow in reservoirs, this is not the 
case as the two slopes are obviously different. In this study the effective 
channel slope, S, is chosen to be the average of the slopes of the energy 
grade line, se' and of the channel bed, sb, or, 
(ii) All of the bed load equations are developed for ''erosion" 
or "scour" and not for "deposition". One remedy to this situation is to 
adapt the "erosion" equations for "deposition", where the bed load equa-
tion is suitable for such a modification. The Schoklitsch-type bed load 
equations are suitable for such a purpose, since they involve a term such 
as q , namely, the critical "erosion" flow rate. In this study it is 
cr 
proposed to use Hjulstrgm's critical "deposition" velocity, V , to 
cr 
evaluate the critical flow rate, qcr [see GRAF (1971, p. 88)]. 
Furthermore, having no better information, it is hoped that the empirical 
coefficients, such as X and k, remain to be the same for both "erosion" 
and "deposition". Thus, Eq. (2-7) is modified for "deposition" and re-
written in the following form: 
(2-9) 
where D is the depth of flow and V is the ~ritical "deposition" velocity 
cr 
II given by Hjulstrom. 
2.3.2 Meyer-Peter et al. Equation 
The second equation used in this study in calculating the bed 
load deposition is the Meyer-Peter et al. bed load equation [see GRAF 




where q is the bed load transport rate in volume per unit time per unit 
s 
width; s is the specific gravity of the sediment material; Y is the unit 
s 
weight of water; D is the water depth; S is the slope of the energy grade 
line; d50 is the representative (50% passing) sediment size; and f is the 
density of water. 
A modification for "deposition" is not possible in this case, 
since there is no explicit dependence of Eq. (2-10) on any sort of a 
critical velocity. Thus, it should be kept in mind that the bed load 
deposition is calculated, in this case, based on the "erosion" concept 
and not t~e "deposition". However, a modification is made regarding the 
slope, S, in that it is interpreted as the "effective" slope as defined 
in Eq. (2-8), rather than the energy slope. 
2.3.3 Einstein-1942 Bed Load Equation 
The third equation used in calculating the bed load deposition 
is the Einstein bed load equation see[GRAF (1971, pp. 139-150)] which 
can be expressed as: 
(2-11) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration. Here, S is again interpreted 
as the ''effective" slope as defined in Eq. (2-8), and a modification for 




·2.4 Characteristics of the Model River-Reservoir System 
The following input information was used as the characteristics 
of a model river-reservoir system: 
(a) A constant water flow rate per unit channel width, 
q = 1.81 m3/sec/m (19.5 ft 3/sec/ft); 
(b) The river bed slope, Sbr = 1.75 x 10-4 ; 
(c) The maximum water depth (at the dam section), 
D = 23.5 m (77 ft); 
max 
{d) A constant Manning 1s roughness coefficient, ~ = 0.0234; 
(e) The specific gravity of the sediment particles, 
s = 2.65 (quartz); 
s 
(f) The representative sediment sizes, d50 = 0.5, 1 .0, 2.0 mm 
(0.0017, 0.0033, 0.0066 ft). 
These data represent very roughly the characteristics of the 
Missouri River-Ft. Randall Reservoir system as reported by LIVESEY (1955). 
lH. 
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3. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
I 
3.1 Introductory Remarks 
Three different bed load equations were used in calculating 
the rate and the pattern of the bed load deposition in a given river-
reservoir system. The calculations were carried out for periods of 
sediment months; a sediment month was assumed to be a period of 30 days 
during which the average flow rate was equal to an arbitrarily chosen 
3 3 
constant value of q = 1.81 m /sec/m (19.5 ft /sec/ft). Although the 
choice of a 30-day period was arbitrary, it was preferred over a shorter 
period, such as a sediment day, in order to avoid repetitive calculations. 
The deposition phenomena predicted by the present mathematical 
I • model can be discussed both qualitatively and quantitatively. Due to 
I 
various limiting assumptions indicated earlier, the qualitative results 
are to be considered more important than the quantitative ones, such as 
the actual rates of deposition predicted by the model. 
3.2 Rate of Bed Load Deposition 
The rates of bed load deposition for the given river-reservoir 
system were different for the three different bed load equations used by 
the model. This is expected due to the fact that these bed load equa-
tions are essentially based on different methods of approach [see 
GRAF (1971), Ch. 7]. 
For the purpose of comparing the rates of bed load deposition 
for a sediment size, namely, d50 = lmm, obtained with the three bed 
load equations, they are plotted with the same scale, as shown in Fig.3.1. 
I 
Modified Schoklitsch Eq. 
Intervals: 
l. ---+-- f---1--+---f--·f-' --1-- Total 
10 Sed. Years 






Meyer-Peter et al. Eq. 
Intervals: 
Total 
1 Sed. Year 
10 Sed. Years 
-+--+----+---+-- r--· j---t-- -·-·- f- -t-----+--t----·-+--t----+---1----+ 
G-:fZf'!~~--
Einstein-1942 Bed Load Eq. 
Intervals: 1 Sed. Year 
1. ---+----·I·- - 1-···--1···---; -· •• :. ·---f-· -; --··I·- - I 
Total 10 Sed. Years 
·-t--·-·-f-----f----- -~--+---- ·-f-----r-----~ - -i· ---! 
q = 1.81 m3/sec/m (19.5 ft3/sec/ft); Dmax = 23.5 m(77 ft); ss = 2.65 
d50 = 1.0 mm (0.0033 ft); nH = 0.0234; Sbr = 1.75 X lQ-4 
Figure 3.1. Rate of Bed Load Deposition Obtained with the 
Three Different Bed Load Equations 
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It is evident that the highest rate of deposition is predicted 
with the Meyer-Peter et al. equation, while the Ei~stein-1942 bed load equ-
ation predicts a slightly lower rate of deposition. The rate of deposition 
predicted by the modified Schoklitsch equation, however, is much lower. 
In fact, approximately the same amount of deposition is obtained with the 
modified Schoklitsch equation in 100 sediment years, as compared to about 
5 years for the Meyer-Peter et al. and Einstein-1942 bed load equations. 
This is to be expected since the Schoklitsch bed load equation is known 
to yield rather low amounts of bed load [see GRAF (1971), pp.l56-159]. 
Such a comparison is also shown in Fig.3.2 for the total bed load deposi-
tions resulting at the end of the above prescribed sediment periods. 
Calculations were also made for different sediment sizes using 
both the modified Schoklitsch and the Einstein-1942 bed load equations. 
As shown in Fig.3.3, a deposition period of 100 sediment years was ob-
tained for the three sediment sizes, namely d50 = 0.5 mm (0.0017 ft), 
1 mm (0.0033 ft), and 2 mm (0.0066 ft), with the use of the modified 
Schoklitsch equation. It is interesting to note that the total amount of 
the bed load deposited does not seem to be affected a great deal by the 
sediment size. It is observed from Fig.3.3 that the total amount of the 
bed load deposition decreases only slightly as the sediment size is 
increased from d50 • 0.5 mm up to d50 = 2.0 mm. In contrast to the modi-
fied Schoklitsch equation, which appears to be insensitive to the sedi-
ment size, the Einstein-1942 bed load equation shows strong dependence on 
the sediment size. It can be observed from Fig.3.4, that the total 
amount of sediment deposited decreases considerably as the sediment size 
I 
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OBTAINED WITH THE THREE DIFFERENT BED LOAD EQUATIONS 
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Figure 3.3 ned Load Deposition with Three Different 
Sediment Sizes (r!odified Schoklitsch Eq.) 
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0.5 mm (0.0017 ft) 
Intervals: 
Total 
1 Sed. Year 
10 Sed. Years 
+---+---l---.j-----t----+----+---t---+---+---+---+----11-----+ 
d5o = l.O 
____....P"' Intervals: 
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q = 1.81 m3/sec/m (10.5 ft3/scc/ft); n}! = 0. 0234 
Dmax = 23.5 m (77 ft); ss = 2.65; sbr = 1.75 x lo-4 
Figure 3. 4 Dccl LoCid Dcpos it ion \,'ith Three Different 
Sediment Sizes (Einstein-1942 Bed Load Eq.) 
period of 10 sediment years. More significant observations from Figs. 3.1 
through 3.4 will be discussed in the next section regarding the character-
istics of the delta formation. 
3.3 Delta Formation 
The most interesting result obtained in this study was that a 
delta was being formed with features common to all cases in which the 
three different bed load equations were used. Such a typical delta for-
mation is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 as plotted by the computer as a result 
of the calculations made with the use of one of the bed load equations. 
The following remarks can be made regarding the formation of the delta: 
a) The deposition begins in the form of rather flat layers in 
the upstr,eam regions of the reservoir. The thickness of these layers be-
comes gradually larger until a certain section is reached at which the 
rate of deposition is at a maximum. Downstream of this section the depo-
sition layers tend to become thinner again. The repetition of this process 
results in a typical triang~lar shape of deposition, namely, a delta. 
Thus, in the earlier stages of deposition, there is a process of build-up, 
and as such, a delta is formed. 
b) Subsequently, the apex of this delta begins to advance in 
downstream direction, such that the downstream side of the delta becomes 
shorter and steeper, while the upstream side becomes longer and flatter. 
Thus, the delta begins to advance towards the reservoir. 
25 
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The present mathematical model is rather simplistic in its 
present form. Yet, it is remarkable to observe, that the above basic fea-
tures of the formation of a typical delta are quite in agreement with the 
similar phenomena in the existing reservoirs. A good example of such a 
reservoir_would be Lake Mead behind Hoover Dam along Colorado river. As 
shown in Fig.3.6, the deposition pattern can be considered quite similar 
to the one predicted by the present model. It should immediately be noted, 
however, that this is an entirely qualitative observation, and not a quan-
titative one. 
It is also interesting to note that the location of the delta 
formation seems to depend on the sediment size to a considerable extent. 
It is clearly exhibited by Fig.3.4, that the initial location of the delta 
appears to be at further downstream sections as the sediment size is dec-
creased. This behavior that is predicted by the model is as expected and 
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Figure 3.G Deposition Pattern in Lake Head behind Hoover Dam [after GRAF (1971)] 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical model was constructed to predict the charac-
teristics of bed load deposition in a reservoir. Three different bed load 
equations were used, namely, the modified (for deposition) Schoklitsch 
equation, the Meyer-Peter et al. equation, and the Einstein-1942 bed load 
equation. An arbitrary set of input information was chosen for the charac-
teristics of the sediment and the river-reservoir system. 
The following conclusions can be made: 
a) A delta is formed in the upstream regions of the reservoir, 
as a result of a build-up process. Subsequently, this delta begins to 
advance in the downstream direction maintaining its typical triangular 
shape. 
b) The Meyer-Peter et al. and the Einstein-1942 bed load equa-
tions predict bed load depositions at rates that are about twenty(20) times 
faster than the modified Schoklitsch equation. 
c) For three different sediment sizes, namely d50 = 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 mm, the modified Schoklitsch equation seems to be rather insensitive. 
With the Einstein-1942 bed load equation, however, the rate of deposition 
decreases.strongly as the sediment size increases. In addition, the initial 
location of the delta formation appears to be at further upstream sections 
as the sediment size is increased. 
d) Qualitatively, the shape and the method of formation of the 
delta seems to be quite similar to the ones that are occurring in existing 
reservoirs, such as Lake Mead behind Hoover Dam. This is particularly 
remarkable considering the fact that the present mathematical model is 
rather simplistic. 
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5. FUTURE WORK 
In the present study, a rather simplistic mathematical model 
was applied to simplified river-reservoir systems, whose characteristics 
were chosen arbitrarily. However, the computer program developed for the 
model is considered to be sufficiently flexible for improvement and for 
application to more complicated, yet more rea~istic, river-reservoir 
systems. 
The following points are considered to be of interest for fu-
ture investigations: 
a) Other bed load equations should also be used. possibly after 
being modified for deposition. 
b) The model, in its present state, should be tested with other 
diferent values of the sediment size, water flow rate, river roughness, 
normal river slope and the sedimentation period. These values should pos-
sibly be chosen so as to correspond to real river-reservoir systems for the 
purpose of comparing the predicted and the actual phenomena. 
c) The size of the sediment transported by a river is hardly 
uniform. Rather, it is some mixture of various different sizes of sedi-
ments. This is not taken into account by this model in its present state. 
The simplest way of accounting for the mixture effects would be a mere 
superposition of the results obtained with the various fractional sediment 
sizes forming the mixture. The model would be further improved if the 
sedimentation periods are chosen to be rather small, and if during this 
period, the larger fractional sediment sizes are allowed to deposit before 
the smaller ones. 
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d) The present model assumes a constant water discharge through-
out the system. In the actual river-reservoir systems, such is seldom the 
case; the water discharge is time-dependent. A hydrograph of the river 
water discharge would be used to improve the model to th~t effect. In such 
a case, the model would simply be executed for some sedimentation periods 
for which the water discharge roughly remains a constant. 
e) The sediments which are deposited are subject to a certain 
amount of compaction and consolidation. The model could be improved to 
take such phenomena into account. One way would be to assume and calculate 
only one rate of compaction and consolidation for every fractional sediment 
size. 
f) The present mathematical model is designed for one-direc-
tional flow phenomena. The following steps could be considered for improve-
ment of the model: 
(i) The width of the river-reservoir system can be prescribed 
as a function of the distance from a control section, for 
example, the dam section. 
(ii) Secondary flow and sediment phenomena can be considered 
for the given channel geometry. Velocity distributions 
in horizontal and vertical, flow patterns such as mean-
ders and resulting' sediment motions would have to be 
considered in the ultimate. 
g) The above points being considered, the model should next be 
extended to cover the suspended and total sediment transport, as well as 
the cohesive type of sediment transport, and the deposition resulting from 
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these different modes of transport. 
h) It is clear that, with each step of improvement in the model 
the assumptions would become less severe, leading to the fact that the 
results predicted by the model can be considered more realistic and com-
parable with the field data. The field data, on the other hand, are pre-
sently quite scarce. Consequently, efforts should also be concentrated 
on collecting field data with proper information on the sediment and 
river-reservoir characteristics. Only then, the mathematical or other 
kind of models, such as the present one, would become really valuable in 
predicting the sedimentation phenomena in reservoirs. 
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APPENDIX - COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A computer program was prepared for the mathematical model 
of the phenomena of sediment deposition in a one-dimensional (unit 
width) river-reservoir system. The program was written in Fortran IV 
and run with the CDC-6400 Computer and 620/F Calcomp Plotter facilities 
of the Lehigh University Computer Center. 
Given a river with a normal (uniform) depth and slope, a unit 
discharge, a channel bed roughness, a representative sediment size 
(d50), and a dam height, the computer program is designed to calcu+ate 
the Ml-type back water profile, the sediment transport and deposition 
within the reservoir, and recalculate the back water profile after 
significant deposition occurred, and so on. It also prints and plots 
the calculated data (see Fig. 2.2). 
In the following, a detailed explanation of the computer pro-
gram is presented. First given is a list of symbols used in the program. 
Subsequently, the flow charts for the main program and the individual 
subroutines are given along with some explanatory remarks wherever deemed 
necessary. Finally, a complete listing of the program and a typical 
output are presented. 
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DO,VO, SBO ..• 
Dl, Vl, SBl. .. 









Cumulative increment in bed elevation at each section 
due to bed load deposition between two consecutive 
calculations of back water profile. 
Maximum value of CDZBB 
Water Depth 
Incremental water depth 
Amount of bed elevation due to bed load deposition 
Incremental reach length 
Maximum water depth at dam section 
Normal depth of the river 
Approximation parameter for bed slopes 
Approximation parameter for energy slopes 
Increment in bed elevation due to bed load depostion 
Values of the variables at mid-section of the reach 
Values of the variables at entrance section of the reach 
Values of the variables at exit section of the reach 
Representative sediment size 
Froude number 
Bed load rate in weight per width per unit time 
Field length required for dimensional variables 
Iteration control parameters 
Dummy variable for blank common 
Control parameter for significant deposition 



























Last word address 
Distance of each section from the dam section at the 
end of each backwater curve calculation 
Computation case number 
Control parameter for field length 
Maximum cycle number 
Cycle number 
Number of the bed load equation being used 
Cycle number of the last series of calculations 
Manning's roughness coefficient 
Control parameter for plot type 
Running section number 
Maximum section number 
Bed load rate in volume per width per unit time 
Water flow rate per unit width 
Critical (deposition) value of QU 
Difference between the bed and the energy slopes 
Normal slope of the river 
Specific gravity of solids 
Trial bed slope 
Total bed load rate in weight per width per cycle 
Total bed load rate in volume per width per cycle 
Critical (deposition) velocity (after Hjulstrom) 
Bed elevation at each section 
Bed elevation at each section at the end of each backwater 
curve calculation 
Energy elevation at each section 
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MAIN PROGRAM 
In the MAIN program, after the reading of the input and the 
control parameters, the required field length is determined based on 
the estimated maximum number of the sections, NSM, for the backwater 
profile calculations. Then, the subroutine SEDRES is called for the 
initiation of the actual calculations. If the estimated field length 
is not sufficient, then the related control parameter comes out to be 
NCH = 1, and a longer field length is determined based on an increased 
NSM, with this new field length the procedure outlined above is repeated 
to continue the calculations. 
The MAIN program also makes sure that all the storage locations 
are filled in with "bad computer values", so that if a proper initiali-
zation is not made for any parameter, an error message should appear. 
A special command in the MAIN program also indicates the exact length 
of the dynamic part of the program as well as the "last word address". 
The main program has also a BLANK COMMON, and several regular COMMON 
blocks. 
• 
[ 11YES NS~ 
REIID f} WRITE 
INPUT 8. CONTROL 
PARAMETERS 
NCY = I 





This subroutine is basically a dispatcher. If the calculations 
are just being initiated, then one has NCASE = 1, which is read in by 
the MAIN program and transferred through a COMMON block. If, on the 
other hand, there were previous calculations recorded on tape, then 
one has NCASE = 2 if only the last record of these previous calculations 
is to be read off the tape and further calculations are to be done. 
If one has NCASE = 3, all the records of the previous calculations are 
read off tape, plotted and branching is made to continue with the 
calculations. After branching off properly according to the value of 
NCASE, the subroutine WPROF is called for the backwater profile calcu-
lations. If the field length.is not sufficient, then the related control 
parameter is NCR = 1, which returns the computer to the MAIN program 
to readjust the field length. If the field length is sufficient, the 
results of the backwater profile calculations are plotted and recorded 
on a tape. Then, the subroutine DPBL is called for the calculations of 
the bed load transport and deposition in the river-reservoir system. At 
this point one cycle of calculations is completed. The same procedure 
is repeated until a prescribed number of calculation cycles is attained. 
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This subroutine makes the backwater profile calculations 
for a one-dimensional (unit-width) river-reservoir system by making 
use of a standard-step method. If the initial calculations are being 
started, in which case NCY = 1, the initial values are transferred 
through a common block as read ~n by the MAIN program. If NCY f 1, 
then, the initial channel bed data for the next cycle of calculations 
are given by the last cycle of calculations of backwater profile and 
deposition. The calculations are started off at the dam section and 
continued upstream in a number of reaches until the normal conditions 
are reached. For the actual hydraulic calculations for each reach, the 
subroutine REACH is called. During these calculations, if the specified 
number of reaches is not sufficient, then NSM is increased by a certain 
percentage and a RETURN is made back to the MAIN program for restarting 
the calculations with increased field length. This subroutine also calls 
the output subroutine OUTS for printing out the results of the backwater 
profile calculations. 
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,.._ __ YES 
INITIAL CHANNE~ 
BED DATt, (LO,Z60) 
-- -·--~· 
REDEFINE POimO~JS OF CHANNEL 
BED Dt\TA ( LO,ZBO) AFFECTED 
AND UNAFFECTED BY DEPOSITION 
OR INCHEASED FIEI.,D LENGTH 
-===t~-=-----, WRITE NEW CHANNEL 
BED D/·.TA ( LO,ZBO) 
=---~ 
IN~~A~UES A~~AM SECTION] 
YES . 
Wf~ITE m:suL~ 





In this subroutine, the deposition calculations are made by 
making use of one of the bed load equations. In the present program, 
NEQ = 1 refers to the ''Modified" Schoklitsch equation, NEQ = 2 to the 
Meyer-Peter et al. equation, and NEQ = 3 to the Einstein- 1942 bed 
load equation. Bed load deposition calculations are started at the 
"river" section and progressed in the downstream direction towards 
the dam. When the amount of deposition becomes too small, or the dam 
section is reached, one cycle of deposition calculations is completed. 
If the maximum thickness of deposition is less than a certain fraction 
(in the present case, 2%) of the local water depth, another identical 
cycle of deposition is assumed to have taken place, and the channel bed 
configuration is adjusted accordingly. 
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-----------------· MOD. SCHOKLITSCH EO. 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
AT RIVEH SECTION 
(NS} 
CONS"i"l\fi!TS, INIT'L VALUES 
-~ 'EitisTEIN (1942} EQ. 
: 1 --- 3 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT f--..:__..:::::::: N EQ -_:.-- AT RIVER SECTION 
= 2 (NS} 
--·--·-····--'-----, 
FUHTHEH D~POSITION CYCLES 




EINSTEIN (1942} EQ. 
SEDJi,jE.t·JT TRANSPOr-n 
AT ,1-lH SECTiOI'>l 
SUBROUTINE REACH 
This subroutine is called by subroutine WPROF with all the 
hydraulic information given at one section, and it performs the necessary 
calculations to determine the flow conditions at the next upstream sec-
tion. In these calculations, a trial-and-error procedure is applied. 
First, a trial-reach-length, DLT, is assumed by means of which a trial-
bed-slope, SBOT, is obtained. Then, a trial-depth-increment, DD, is 
assumed, and with this information, the trial values of the flow char-
acteristics are calculated, at the next section and at the mid-section 
of the reach. If these mid-section characteristics do not represent the 
whole reach with sufficient approximation, a new trial-depth-increment is 
assumed and calculations are repeated, and so on. In the present program, 
an error of £ = 5% is considered to represent sufficient approximation 
as far as the section characteristics (slopes of the bottom and the en-
ergy grade line) are concerned. The normal river conditions are assumed 
to be reached within the same approximation limits.· The efficiency in 
the successive trial-and-error procedures is facilitated by various dy-
namic checking and control parameters and processes, the details of which 




L2: Ll +DLT 






~ YES tNO 





TEM= 1- FROxFRO 
1{:0 






DO= 01 +DD/2 
SLOPE (DO, VO,SEO) 
FRO=VO/ ,j"G'-;-oo 
TEM: 1- FRO x FRO 
SBR-SBi 




SB2= SW2: SE2~ SBR 
OL= 20000 
L2 = Ll +DL 
Z£32: Z I tH (L2) 
SECT (D2,V2, ..... ) 
NS:- r~:;; 
REACH (PART 1 ) 
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, 
YE~_ -~-= --e-~~2 
·------j D" 0 ,D2=DI 
SBI I swz =SWI 




I [--- -~ L2 =L li·DL ZB?. =ZI~~T (L2) SECT {D2, V2, ...... ) 
--·-=-r= G~-
SUBI,~OUTINE HEACH (PART 2) 
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.• 
L 2: LI+OL 
ZB2=ZINT (L2) 
SEC ( 02, \!2, ..... ) 
RETURN 
L2 = LI+OL 
ZB2=ZINT (L2) 
"BOT: ZB?.-ZB I 
" OL 





SUBF<OUTINE HEACH (PART 3) 
02= DNORM I DO= 02-01 
SB2=SW2 =SE2= SBR 
OOoDI+DD/2 
SBO= ( SBI+S~-2) /2 
SEO= (SEI +'SE2)/2 
FRO =VO/ JG;i)O 
TEM= I~ FRO x FRO 
SBA: SBO-SEO 




S82 = SBO 




SUBROUTH~lE REt;CH (PART. 4) 
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SECONDARY SUBROUTINES 
There are also some auxiliary subroutines in the program. Among 
these, the subroutine SLOPE calculates the slope of the energy grade line 
at any section, the subroutine SECT calculates all the flow characteristics 
at any section. Function ZINT makes use of a linear interpolation to cal-
culate the imtermediate values of a function, in the present case the 
channel bed elevation as a function of the distance from the dam section. 
The subroutine INDX transfers the calculated parameters at a section to 
become the initial values of the next reach to be calculated. Finally, 
the subroutine INDXV transfers the constant variable values of the calcu-
lated parameters at any section to become the corresponding dimensional 
variables. 
OUTPUT SUBROUTINES 
These subroutines are called for printing out the titles as 
well as the calculated data. 
PLOT SUBROUTINES 
The subroutine AXPLT plots the axes and the relevant identi-
fying information before the calculated data are actually plotted. 
NPLT = 1 causes the complete river-reservoir system to be plotted only, 
NPLT = 2 causes a detailed plotting of the delta only, and NPLT = 0 cor-
responds to both plots at the same time. The subroutine ELPLT plots the 
calculated data as a complete river-reservoir system, while the subroutine 
DEPLT plots a detailed delta. The latter two subroutines plot both the 





DI=D2, Ll: L2, VI =V2, ZBI: Z 82 
ZWI =ZW2,ZE I =ZE2,VHI-:: VH2, 
SBI=SB2,SWI=SW2,SEI: SE2 
sr1 ~sPz, F HI= FR2 




D=DI,L=LI,V=VI ,ZB = ZBI, 
ZW=ZWI,ZE=ZEI ,VH = VHI 
SD=SBI,SW=SWI,SE= SEI, 
SP=SPI ,FR=FRI 
SUBROUTINE I NDXV 
SECOf"lDARY SUBROUTiNES 
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WRITE GEN'L TITLE 
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WRITE TITLE FOR 
WATER PROFILE 
SUBHOUTif\lE OUT L 











ELPLT AND DEPLT 
START 
RETURN 
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PROGRAM LISTING AND OUTPUT 
On the following pages a listing of the computer program is presented. 
This is followed by a copy of a typical output for one cycle of deposition 
computations. 
5 
.10 ........ .. 
15 
.20 
PROGRAM MAIN <INPUT,OUTPUT,OATA,TAPES=INPUT, 
1 TAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE7:DATA,FILc,TAPE8=FILE> 
C •••••••• THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM IN WHICH THE INPUT INFORMATION 
c •••••••• IS READ IN, PRINTED OUT, THE REQUIRED FIELD LENGTH IS ----·--···· 
c •••••••• OETERMIN~D, THE MEMORY IS REQUESTED, AND SUBROUTINE SEORES 
c •••••••• IS CALLED FOR ACTUAL CALCULATIONS ••• 
DIMENSION TIME(3),CLOCK(3t,IAUTHC3l 
COMMON K(i) . 
COMMON/RiACH1/QU,G,NH,ZO,EPSMAX,EPSMIN,OO,OL,ONORH,OMAX,SBR,NCH, 
1 .. 01,L1,V1,ZB1,ZW1,ZE1,VH1,SB1,SH1,SE1,SP1,FR1 9 
2 OO,LO,VG,ZOOtZWO,ZEb,VHO,SBO,SWO,SEO,SPO,FRO, 




REAL NM .. .. .. . . 
EXTERNAL NAMPLT,AXIS1,LINE,PLOT,ENOPLT,FACTOR,REQHEM, 
1 SYM80L,NUHBER 
c •••••••• REAO AND WRITE INPUT PARAMETERS 
REAO (5,5000) NCASE,NLAST,NPLT 
WRITE (6 9 6000) NCASE,NLAST,NPLT 
····-·------.. ·- --···-----..... . . .... REA 0 ( 5 , 5 0 0 1) Q U , Z 0 , 0 M A X , N H , S B R t 0 N 0 RN 
WRITE (6,6001) QU,ZO,OHAX 9 NM,SBR,ONORH 





READ (5,5002) DD,EPSHAX,EPSMIN,NSH,NCM,OLT 
WRITE (6,6002) OD,EPSMAX,EPSMIN,NSM,NCH,DLT 
_ ..... -----····· ........ __ READ (5,5003) D50,FAC,FACT1,FACT2,NEQ 
WRITE (6,6003) 050,FAC,FACT1,FACT2,NEQ 
READ (5,5004) XO,DX,XL,YO,DY.,YL 
WRITE <6,6004) XO,OX,XL,YO,OY,Y.L 
'· .•. ·.! 
. --- __ _.,.._,_. .. ~'"" 
·j, 
'. •\ 
····· -~ ,. ... ~"· .... ····--~-·· .-c._ ......... \' ...... "'-
' 
READ (5,5004) XOO,DXD,XLO,YOO,OYO,YLD 
. WRITE (6,60051 XOO,OXO,XLD,YOO,OYD,YLD -------------~----:··: . 
.... ___ .... C::::· m~~::rL~2~.~YCLE AND FIELD L~NGT.H._PARAHETERS _ --------+iJ 
C. , , , , , , • FIELD L ENGT. H REQUIRED FOR EACH 0 IH ENSI ONAL it ARI ABLE - ·:·-.-· -1 
KL=1+NSM $ KZB=KL+NSM $ KZW=KZB+NSM $ KZE=KZH+NSM ~- 1 
. ··-·····:...,' ... ::. 
KD=KZE+NSM $ KV=KO+NS~ $ KVH=KV+NSM $ KSB=KVH+NSM ; 
KSW=KSB+NSM $ KSE=KSW+NSM $ KSP=KSE+NSM $ KFR=KSP+NSH .. : I 










KOLS=KOUCR+NSM $ KOEPBL=KOLS+NSM $ KQSB=KDEPBL+NSH 
KCDZ=KQSB+NSM $ KZBO=KCDZ+NSM $ ;KLO=KZBO+NSM 




. ····•· -~----· ·-·········-·--···---·--- .. 
c •••••••• REQUcST REQUIRED AMOUNT OF Fl~LD LENGTH 
CALL RUNLINK CREQMEM,IRFL) 
c •••• , ••• IF NEW FIELD LENGTH, PRINT NEW NSM 
IF <NCH.NE.U GO TO 1100 
PRINT 2, NSM 
2 FORMAT (///10X,•NEW NSM =•,IS) 
1100 CONTINUE 
c.~••••••PRINT LAST WORD ADDRESS FOR THE BLANK COMMON 
PRINT 1, IRFL 
1 FORMAT t10X,•LWA FOR BLANK COMMON =•,010) 
c •••••••• SET B~D INITIAL VALUES IN BLANK COMMON 
DO 100 I=1,IX 
K lIt= 1L 5 
100 CONTINUE 
TRACE MAIN CDC 6&00 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O 
CALL SEDRES (K(il ,K<KU ,K<KZB) ,KCKZW> ,K<KZE> ,K<KD) ,K<KV), 
1 K ( K V H ) , K { K S 8 ) , K ( K S ~J) , K ( K S E ) , K C K S P ) , K ( K F R ) , K ( K G S a l t 
2 K(KOZ99) ,K (KQUCRl, K<KDLS), K(KDEPBU, K( KQSB), 
3 KIKCOZl ,K<KZ90l,NS,NSM,NCV,NCMt 
C••••••••CHECK IF FIELD LENGTH SHOULD 3E EXTENDED 
IF (NCH.EQ.1) GO TO 1000 
C ••••••• ,FOR~AT STATEMENTS 
5000 FORMAT <5t5X,I5ll 




5 0 0 2 F 0 R t1 A T C 3 X , F 6 e 3 , 2 C 8 X , F 5 • 3 l , 2 ( 5 X t I 5 l , 5 X , F 5 • 0 ) 
5003 FORMAT (2{5X,E10.3l,2C5X,F5.3),5X,I5l 
. --· - . ···- ·- .. ---· ....... --·--
1 
5004 FORl~AT (6t4X,E8.1l l _ --· --·--· __ 
6000 FORMAT (10X,•NCASE =•,I2,SX,•NLAST =•,r~,sx,•NPLT =•,!2) 
&001 FORMAT C10X,~Ou =•,F&.2,• CU.M/SECtM•,3X,•ZO =•,F6.2t .. ·------···-··------· 
1 • M•,3X,•OMAX =•,F6,2,• H•,3X,•NM =•,F6,4,3X, 
2 •SBR =•,E10,3,3X,•DNORM =•,F5,2,• M•t 
&002 FORMAT (1QX,•OD =•,F6,3,• M•,3X,•EPSMAX =•,F5.2,3X, 
1 •EPSMIN =•,FS.2,3X,•NSM =•,I4,3X,•NCM =•,I5,3X,•DLT =•,FS.O) 
&003 FORMAT <10X,•DSO =•,F6.4,• M•,3X,•FAC =•,E12.5,3X, 
1 "'FACTi :-t~-,F4.1,3X,•FACT2 =•,Ftt.i,3X,•NEQ =•,!2) _ . ~---···· 
&004 FORMAT <10X,•Xo =•,E10.3,3X,•DX =•,E10.3,3X,•XL ~•,EtO,l/ 
·st:;i 
' '. 
- . ·------· ---· .. . -- - 1 . GO 05 FOR:~ AT 
=•,E10.3,3X,•OY =•,E1Q,3,3X,•YL =•,E10.3) ___ _ 
• E10 3 3X •oxo =•,E1Q.3,3X.,•XLD =•,£10.3/ 
= ' •. ' ' =~,E10.3,3X,•OyD -=~,E10._3,3X,•YLQ ~·,E10.3l ...... . 













SUBROUTINE SEORES (L,ZB,ZW,ZE,D,V,VH,SB,SH,SE,SP,FR,GSB,DZBB, 
1. QUCR,OLS,OEPBL,QSB,COZBB,ZBO,LO,NS,NSM,NCY,NCHt 
c •••••••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALLS SUBROUTINES WPROF AND DPBL FOR 
C •••••••• WATER PROFILe AND DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS, AND ALSO 
c •••••••• SUBROUTINES ELFLT AND DEPLT FOR PLOTS N0.1 AND N0.2, 
c •••••••• AS WELL AS SUBROUTINE AXPLT FOR PLOTTING AXES, 
C •••• ~ ••• TH~ PROPER OR0ER OF CALLING THESE SUB~OUTINES IS DONE 
.c •••••••• ACCOROING TO THE FOLLOWING DIFFERENT CA~Es ••• 
C. • •• • ••• CASE=1. •·NEW CALCULATIONS AND PLOTS ARE MADE. 
C •••••••• CASE=2 ••• LAST CYCLE OF PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED DATA A~E 
~•••••••• READ OFF TAPE, AND SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS 
C•••••••• AND PLOTS ARE MADE. 
c •••••••• CASE=3 ••• ALL OF PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED DATA ARE READ OFF 
C•••••••• Ti-tPE AND PLOTTED, AND SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS-----··-------
c........ AND PLOTS ARE MADE. 
_C,, •• •. • ,PLOT CASES ARE •• • ····---------·· 
c •••••••• NPLT=t ••• ONLY PLOT N0.1 (WHOLE RIVER-RESERVOIR SYSTEM) 
c •••••••• NPLT=2 ••• 0NLY PLOT N0.2 (DETAIL OF OELTAt 
c •••••••• NPLT=O ••• BOTH PLOTS 
.......... OIM::NSION TIME(3) ,CLOCK(3) ,IAUTH(3) -· .. 
EXTERNAL NAMPLT,AXIS1,LIN~.PLOT,ENDPLT,FACTOR,.REQHEM, 




3 02,L2,V2,Z82,ZH2,ZE2iVH2,S82,SW2,SE2,SP2;FR2,DLT ... ;' ·~- ··~- ... --. ._..;... 
COHMON/D~P/DSO,FAG,FACT1,FACT2,N~Q,NCASE,NLAST,NPLT 
... .:_ ___ .. _~ 
. ·58: ...... :. 
--·. .. ' .. - .. ... . .:·:'i..~:t~!· ~: 
. -~ ;~,-;~~: 
• •• 11 "''. ~r· 
_C 0 M M 0 N I 0 E P L T I X 0 0 , 0 X 0 , XL 0 , V 0 0 , D V 0 , Y L 0 . . .. _ . _ . . . . __ .... . ~ ..1::.:;4t. 
C 0 H M 0 N IE L P L T I X 0 , 0 X , XL , Y 0 , 0 Y , Y L . : !';;t; 
_0 •.... _,_ ..... ___ ...... - ........ _ ·-·.. R E A L N M , L 0 , L 1 , L 2 , l ( N S !-1 ) , Z 8 ( N 5 H l , Z W ( N S t·U , Z E ( N S M l , 0 ( N S M ) , V ( N S t1 ) , "~.$; 
1 V H t N S i1 ) , S 9 ( N S ~1) , S W ( N S t-1 t , S E ( N S M ) , S P ( N S M J , F R ( N S tH , G S 8 ( N S t1 ) t ' .. i~.:.-.. ~··,{.~.1 ! .
.. 2 . OZ88(NS~IJ ,QUCR.CNSMt ,OLS CNSM) ,OEPBL<NSM) ,QSBCNSH), 
3 CDZBfHNSM) ,ZBO(NSMt,LOCNSM) 
.... c •••••••• IF INITIAL CALCULATIONS, BRAN~H TO CALL INITIAL PLOT ROUTINES ;G 
5 IF (NCY.C:Q.U GO TO 1110 
--· .. ·--·····'--·-·-··.c._. • • • • •. IF.. .. FIC:LD LENGTH. IS EXT~NOEO, .. BRANCH. OIRECT.LY. TO .. CALCULATI0~~_:;2 
0 
C •• •••. • .SKIPPING INITIAL PLOT ROUTINES . · ... ·1 
1110 
~~N:~~~EEa.u GO TO 1120 ··--··-· ........ ~~~-~.-~:~:~: 
CALL RUNLINKCNAMPLT,4LONER> 
CALL RUNLINK (PLOT,o~,t.,-3) 
. ·'I 
·- - . ~~ .. :- .. ' 
..... ---------· ..... -.... C • • •. •. • • • BRANCH FOR 0 I FFE..R ENT CASES OF CALC ULA T.I ONS 
GO TO (3010,3020,3030t,NCAS£ 
45 
50 
... __ 3030 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• NCASE=3 ••• REAO AND PLOT THE PREV. CALC. DATA ••• 
REWIND 7 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT N0.2 ONLY 
..... -.......... IF (NPLT..E0.2) GO TO 3001 
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,FACT1) 
c •••••••• PLOT AXES FOR PLOT N0.1 
CALL AXPLT CXO,OX,XL,VO,OY,YL,NEQ,1,NCH) 
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,1o0) 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLO~ N0.1 ONLY 










C •••••••• PLOT AXES FOR PLOT N0.2 
CALL AXPLT (XQO,OXO,XLO,YOO,DYO,YLO,NEQ,1,NCMl 
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,i.Ot 
c •••••••• ORANCH FO~ BOTH PLOTS 
IF (NFLT.NC:.O> GO TO 3002 
. _ _ CALL R U I~ L INK ( P L 0 T , -X P L , 0 • , - 3) 
3002 CONTINUE 
3031 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• BEGIN READING FROM TAPE 
READ (7) NCY,r~S,NSI-1, CL Cll ,I=i,NSJ, CZO(IJ ,I=t,NS), <ZW<IJ,I=1,NSl, .. 
1 <LO(!) ,I=1,NSM),(ZBO<!),I=1,NStH 
c •••••••• INITIALIZE DEPOSITION PARAMETER ........ . 
KEY=O 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT NOo2 ONLY 
IF (NFLT.EQ.2) GO TO 3301 
_CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,FACT1) 
c ••••••• ,PLOT N0.1 <WHOLE RIVER-RESERVOIR SYSTEM) 
..... -.. -.. _ ... CALL ELPLT (L,ZB,ZW,NS,NSM,KEY) ... ·-· _ ....... ------·-··--··---
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,1.0) 
IF CNPLT.EQ.U GO TO 3302 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT N0.1 ONLY 
CALL RUNLINKCPLOT,XPL,0.,-3). 
3301 CONTINUE 
........... .- ........ ··--··· .. -· _ ......... CALL. R U NL INK ( FACT OR, FACT 2 ) . . ...... ___ ... ··---·------.. ----·-·· .- .. --.-...... ·--··-· ........... _ .. ----.. ---~ .. 






C •••••••• PLOT N0.2 <DETAILS OF DELTAJ 
CALL RUNLINKCFACTOR,t.Dl 
IF CNPLT oNE .0) GO TO 3302 
c •••••••• BRANCH FOR BOTH PLOTS 
CALL RUNLINKCPLOT,-XPL,0,,-3) 
3302 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• IF ALL THE PREVIOUS DATA ARE READ OFF TAPE, BRANCH 
~9: 
--- -------·-- --~··: ~~:r .• 
-_, -. . .:. _,:.:.:! 
········-·--·-· .. -··-r-:"''' 
! : ,i 
............... --- .. l .... : -
C •••••••• TO CONTINUE CALCULATIONS, OTHERWISE RETURN TO READ OFF 
C •••••••• TAPE AGAIN 
- .. . . ..\ .. 





IF ( N C Y. E Q. N LAST ) G 0 T 0 3 0 15 
GO TO 3031 
3020 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• NCASE=2 ••• READ ONLY THE LAST CYCLE OF PREV. CALC. DATA ••• 
READ (7) NCY,NS,NSM,CLHl ti=1,NS), CZBUl ,I=1,NS) ,CnHU,I=1,NSt, 
1 ( L 0 C I) , I= 1 , NS :1) , ( Z 8 0 C Il , I= 1, N S M) 
C •••••••• MAK£ NLAST EQUAL TO LAST CYCLE NO. ReAD OFF TAP€ 
NLAST=NCY 
C •••••••• IF LAST RECORD IS FAULTY CALL EXIT~ OTHERWISE 
c •••••••• BRANCH TO CONTINUE CALCULATIONS 
IF O~CY.LE,O) GO TO 3333 
GO TO 3015 
3333 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2 
2 FORMAT (//10X,•LAST RECORD OF PREVIOUS DATA IS FAULTY•) 
CALL EXIT. 
3010 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• NCASE=i ••• NEW CALCULATIONS ••• 
3015 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• IF ALL THE PREVIOUS DATA ARE PLOTTED BRANCH TO SKIP 
c •••••••• INITIAL PLOT ROUTINES 
IF (NCASL .. ~Q.3) GO TO 3332 
15 C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT N0.2 ONLY 
IF (NPLT.EQ.2l GO TO 33:-51 
.. 






C••••••eoPLOT AXES FOR PLOT N0.1 
CALL AXPLT CXO,OX,XL,YO,OY,YL,NEQ,NLAST,NCM> 
CALL RUNLIN!<{FACTOR,1.0) 
C •• , ••••• 3R~NCH FOR PLOT N0.1 ONLY 




_ CALL RUNLINKCFACTOR9FACT2> 
C •••••••• PLOT AXES FOR PLOT N0.2 
CALL AXPLT (XOO,OXD,XLO,YOO,OYO,YL01NEO,NLAST,NCH) 
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,1.0) 
C •••••••• 3RANCH FOR BOTH PLOTS 
IF (NPLT.NEoOl GO TO 3332 
CALL RUNLINK<PLOT,-XPL,o.,-3) 
3332 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• INITIALIZE TH~ DEPOSITION PARAMETER 
KEY = 0 
-. --- -· 
C••••••••WRITE THE GENERAL TITLE AND INPUT PARAMETERS 
CALL OUTTL 
C••••o•o•SET INITIAL CYCLE NO. 
NCY=NLAST+1 
. ··--.-.·-- ..... ····------
40 ........ _ 1050 CONTINUE 
1120 CONTINUE 
6o····· · 1'." 
·-- •.. •·••• ······-··:· •.•. , I 
.. ·---··--· --····· ··- ·-·~- .. C • .• • • • •• • CALCULATE WATER PROF! L!: . . . _ . . .. . . . . --·--····--·~ 
45 
CALL HPROF CL,ZB,ZW,ZE,D,V,~H,SB,SW,SE,SP,FR,COZBB,ZBO,LO, 
_ 1. NS,NSH,NCY,NCM> 
C •••••••• CHECK IF FIELD LENGTH SHOULD BE EXTENDED 
IF <NCH.C:Q.U RE:TURN 
CALL JOBTO<TIME,CLOCK,IAUTHt 
-·-···--··----------···---·--···--·PRINT _1, TIMECU,TIME(2) .. 
1 FORMAT C///10X,•CP TIME = ~,F7.3,• 
50 1 SX,•PP TIME = •,F7.3,• 
c •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT N0.2 ONLY 









.  . ... 
65 
70 
CALL ELPLT fL,ZD,ZW,N~,NSM,KEVl 
CALL RUNLINK<FACTOR,1.0) 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR PLOT N0.1 ONLY 




c •••••••• PLOT N0.2 
CALL OEPLT CL,ZB,ZW,NS,NSM) 
CALL RUNLIN~CFACTOR,1.0) 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR BOTH PLOTS 
IF (NPLTeNE.OJ GO TO 3602 
CALL RUNLINK(PLOT,-XPL,0.,-3, 
3602 CONTINUE 
C•••••••oHRITE CHANNEL BED DATA ON TAPE 
WRITE C 7> N C Y, N S, NS M, ( L (It , I -=1, NS) , ( ZB (I l , I= 1, NS l , < Z W <I l , I= 1, NS t , 
1 CLOCI> ,I=i,NSMJ, <ZBOCI) ,I=t,NSMl 
c •••••••• IF MAXI~UM NO. OF CYCLES IS REACHED, RETURN TO STOP 
IF CNCY.COoNCMJ GO TO 1000 
1100 CONTINUE 




···---··· ... ._ .. ·--~·· 
.8-5 
c •••••••• O~FOSITION CALCULATIONS 
. .. ... ___ . __ .. .. C A L L 0 P B L ( L , Z B tZ H , Z E , 0 , V , V H , S B , S W , S E , S P , F R , G S 8 , Q S 8 , 0 E P B L • _. . . _______ ·--
i DLS,DZeB,QUC~,CDZBB,Z90,LO,NS,NSH,NCY,NCM,KEYl 
... CALL JOBTO<TIMC:,CLOCK,IAUTHl . 
PRINT 1 , T I ME ( 1) , T It1 E ( 2) 
c •••••••• INCREMENT THE NO. OF CYCLES AND START OVER 
NCY=NCY+1 







SUBROUTINE DPBL (L,ZB,ZW,ZE,O,V,VH,SO,SW,SE,SP,FR,GSB,QSB, 
__ 1 DEPBL,OLS,OZBB,QUCR,CDZBB,lBO,LO,NS,NSH,NCY,NCH,KEYt 
C •••••••• THIS.SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
c •••••••• CAPACITY AT CVERY S~CTION AS DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE 
C ••••••• ,WPROF, AND THe CORRES 0 0NDING DEPOSITION ALONG EVERY 
C•••••••~REACH BETWE~N CONSECUTIVE SECTIONS USING A GIVEN 
C •••••••• SEDH1CNT OISCHC..RGE EQUATION ••• 
61 
C 0 ~1M 0 N I R E A C H 1/ Cl U , G , N t1 , Z 0 , ~ P S t1 A X , t: P S M I N , D D , 0 L , 0 N 0 R H , 0 i1 A X , S B R , N C H , · 
1 01,L1,V1~Z01~ZW1,ZE1,VH1,S81,SW1,SE1,SP1,FR1, 
.. 2 OO,LO~vo,zoo~zwo,zEO,VHO,SBO,SHO~SEO,SPO,FRO, 
3 02,L2t~2,ZB2vZW2,ZE2,VY2,S82,SW2,SE2,SP2,FR2,0LT 
COMMON/OiP/D50tFAC9FACT1,FACT2,N~Q,NCASE,NLAST,NPLT 
R E A L N t1 , L 0 t L 1 , l2 , L ( N S tH , Z •3 C N S M ) , HI ( N S M ) , Z E ( N S ~ll , 0 l N S M ) , V C N S M ) , 
1 VH<Ns:n ,SBlNS~l),Svl(t~S~J) ,SE<NSMJ,SP(NSH),FRlNSMJ,GSB<NSMJ, 
2 OZOBCNSM),QUCRtNSM),QLS<NSM),OEPBLCNSH),QSBCNSM,, 
. 3 . C 0 Z G B ( N S M) t Z [-; U ( N S M > , L 0 ( I~ S r1 ) 











SS=2.65 $ G=9.81 $ QU=QU•FAC $ KEY=O 
GAMW=1. $ GAMS=GAMH•SS 
..... tOTQSB=O. $ TOTGSO=O. $ CO?.t-1=0 o 
C •••••••• MOOIFIED SLOPE FOR RESERVOIR FLOW 
S T EM = S E {l~ S ) 
c •••••••• BRANCH FOR PROPER EQUATION 
GO TO (2710,2720,2730,2810,282Ul, NEQ 
2710 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• MOOIFIEO SCHOKLITSCH EQUATION 





C •••••••• BRANCH FOR CALCULATIONS COMMON TO ALL EQUATIONS 
GO TO 2740 
2720 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• MEYER-PETER ET AL. EQUATION 




c •••••••• NO CRITICAL VALUE, SO NONAPPL!CABLE 
QUCRlNSl=O. 
TEM4=TEM1•0<NS!•STEM-TEM2 
C, • •. •. o. IF NO SEOI MENT. TRANSPORT IN RI VERt BRANCH TO STOP 
IF CTEM4.LE.uol GO TO 7765 
GSB<NSI=TE~4••<3./2~l•TEM3/1000.~FAC 
GAI'lW=GA~nu 100 0 • 
C••••••oeBR~NCH FOR CALCULATIONS COMMON TO ALL EQUATIONS 
GO TO 2740 
2730 CONTINUE 
C ••••••• o~INST~IN 42-BED LOAD EQUATION 
c •••••••• CALCULATIONS AT RIV~R SECTION 
TEM1=«GAMS-GAMWJ/GAMW 
TEM2=GAMS/Oo4GS+SQRTCTEMt•G•050••3l 
TEM3=TEM1 4 050•0~391 
55 c •••••••• NO CRITICAL VALUE9 SO NONAP?LICABLE 
QUC~CNSJ=O., 
GSBCNSl=TEM2•EXPC-TEM3/STEM/D(NSl) 4 FAC 
GO TO 2740 
. 62 





G••••••••ACAROGLU-GRAF EQUATION ••••• 








C •••••••• NO CRITICAL VALUE, SO NONAPPLICABLE 
QUC~ O~Sl =0. 
C •••••••• A~ANCH FOR CALCULATIONS COMMON TO ALL EQUATIONS 














C •••••••• LAURS~N EQUATION ••••• 
GO TO 27lt0 
27 40 .CONTINUE 
C •••••••• CALCULATIONS COMHON TO ALL EQUATIONS 
QSB(NS)=GSD<NSl/SS/GAHW 
DZB8<NS>=O. 
c ••• ,,,,,START LOOP FOR 
00 1000 J=2tt~S 
O~POSITION CALCULATIONS IN RESERVOlR 
.... _ .... -. N 8 = N S- J t 1 . . .. .. . __ _ 
c.,,,, •.. MODIFIEO SLOPE FOR ~ESERVOIR FLOH 
STEM=SE(N8) 
c •••••••• BRANCH FOR PROPER EQUATION 
GO TO (101G,1020,1030,2010,2020), NEQ 
1010 CONTINUE 
. t •••••••• MODIFIEO SCHOKLITSCH EQUATION ••• 
c •••••••• CALCULATTONS AT RES~RVOIR SECTIONS 
QUCR<NB)=VCR•OCN9J•FAC 
GSB{N8)=2o5•ST~M••C3,/2,)•(QU-QUCR<NB)) 
c.,, ••.•. BRANGH FOR CALCULATIONS CO~HON TO ALL 
GO TO 2750 
1020 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• ~EYER-PETER ET Alo EQUATION ••• 
c •••••••• GALCULATIONS AT RESERVOIR SECTIONS 
c •••••••• NO CRITICAL VALUE, SO NONAPPLIGABLE 
OUCRCNOl=·OG 
TEM4=TEMi•DC~B)•STEM-TEM2 
IF < T E l'i 4 • L E o 0 9 ) G 0 T 0 L; 2 0 0 
GSBCN8)=TEM4••<3./2,l•TE~3/1000.•FAC 
GO TO 2750 
1030 CONTINUE 
C•••••eooEINSTEIN 42-B:o LOAD EQUATION 
c •••••••• CALCULATIONS AT RESERVOIR SECTIONS 




C •••••••• 9RANCH FOR CALCULATIONS COMMON TO ALL EQUATIONS 
GO TO 27?0 ' 
2010 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• ACAROGLU-GRAF EQUATION ••••• 





SUBROUTINE OPBL TRACE CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O 
QSOCN8l=QU~PHI/TEMA3 
GSOCNBl=QSBCNBl~SS•GAMW 
c •••••••• NO CRITICAL VALUE, SO NONAPPLICABLE 
QUCRCN8)=0a 
c •••••••• a~ANCH FOR CALCULATIONS CO~MON TO ALL EQUATIONS 
GO TO 2750 
2020 CONTINUE 
C •• •• •• , .LAURSC:N. EQUATION. • ••. 
GO TO 2750 
2750 CONTINUE 













IF WEPBI.(NFJ),Gl".O.l GO TO "+210 
C •••••••• IF THERE IS EROSIJN IGNORE IT 
DEP8L(N8)=0. $ QSBlNB)=QSB<NB+i) $ GSB<NB)=GSBlNB+l) 
4210 CONTINUE 
DZBB(N0)=0EPBLCN8l1DLSCN8) 




I F l ( Q S 0 (t~ S } - T 0 T Q S 8 t I 0. S 8 C N S J • G T • 0 • 0 U G 0 T 0 111 0 
C •••••••• IF TH~RE STILL IS SEDIMENT LEFT BRANCH TO CONTINUE 
c •••••••• OTHERWISE BRANCH TO STOP AND P~INT DATA 
TOTQSB=QSB(N$) $ TOTGSB=GSB(NSl 
GO TO Lt200 
1110 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• CHECK FOR MAXIMUM RELATIVE DEPOSIT THICKNESS 
I F ( C 0 Z u 3 < N B ) I 0 ( N B ) • L E • C 0 H!l G 0 T 0 1 0 0 0 
c •••••••• THIS IS THE SECTION WHERE THE MAXI~UM RELATIVE DEPOSIT 
C •• •• • • • .THICKNESS OCCURS. SO, SPECIFY THE WATER DEPTH, 
c •••••••• OEPOSIT THICKNESS AND DISTANCE FROM DAM 
C D Z 8 i1 = C 0 Z e 8 ( N B ) 
COZ~=COZ8MIDCNB) 
PLt·l=L ( NB) 
Dlf1=0 ( N8) 
1000 CONTINUE 
4200 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• NO S~OIMENT TRANSPORT (0~ DEPOSITION, 
c •••••••• DOWNSTREAM OF THIS SECTION. 
N31 =t~ B 
c •••••••• PRINT TITLE FOR DEPOSITION DATA 
CALL OUTBLT <NCY,NEQ) 
00 2000 J=1,NS 
NB=NS-J-:-1 
IF CNB.EOotJBU GO TO 4100 
I F C !~ B • N c. • N S l G 0 T 0 11 0 0 
c •••••••• P~INT DEPOSITION DATA AT RIVE~ SECTION 
64 
. CALl 0 U T t: L 1 ( N Lh L ( N 8 i 1 D < N t3 l , V ( N B > , Q U t Q UC R ( N B) , G S 0 ( N B) t OS B ( N B) , 
1 OZ0l_")Wi3l,ZBUFJ>,CDZBB<NBl) 
GO TO 1200 
170 1100 CONTINUE 
C ... H .... PRH!f DEPOSITION AT SUBSEQUENT RES£RVOIR SECTIONS. 
CAll 0 U T Bl. < D L S ( ~.J8) ~ 0 E P 8 L < N t3 > , N 9 9 L ( N R l ., 0 t N 8) , V ( N 8 l , Q U , Q U C R ( N B I , 
1 GSGCN:3),QSBCN8),DZB8<N9.,ZB<Nal,CDZBBCN8)) 
1200 CONTINUE 
SUBROUTINE DPBL TRACE CDC o600 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O 





c •••••••• IF THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT DEPOSITION9 SET 
C •••••••• THE DfPOSITION PARAMETE~ 
I F < C 0 Z t), • L C. • 0 • 0 2 l KEY= 1 
p c 0 z t1 ::: c 0 z !1 >;. 1 0 0 • 
C•••e••••WRITE SUMMARY DF DEPOSITION DATA 
WRITE (6,6001) NCY,TOTOSB,TOTGSB,CDZBM 9 PCDZMtPLHvOLM 
GO TO 77G6 
7765 CONTINUE 
. 










C •••••••• NO SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN RIVE~ ••• 
C (TOO SMALL SLO~E OR FLOW RATE, OR 




C •••••••• IF DEPOSITION IS SIGNIFICANT, B~ANCH TO RETURN 
IF CKEY.EOeO) GO TO 7770 
.c ••• , •••• DEPOSITION IS NOT SIGNIFICANT. SO, CALCULATE DATA FOR 
C •••••• ,,FURTH~R CYCLES OF OEPOStTION, ASSUMED TO BE IDENTICAL 
C,,,,,,,,TO THe PREVIOUS ONE, UNTIL SIGNIFICANT DEPOSITION 
c ••••• , •• IS OBTAINED BASED ON THE RELATIVE DEPOSIT THICKNESS 
NOCY=0.02/COZH 
NT=NCY+NDCY 




c •••••••• NEW CYCLE NO. CORRESPONDING TO SIGNIFICANT DEPOSITION 
NCY=NCY+NOCY 
........... NB2=NB1.+1 .. 
C •••••••• CALCULATE NEH BED ELEVATIONS 
DO 3210 NI=N82,NS 
ZOCNIJ=ZBCNIJ HWCY•OZOBCNil 
3210 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• RESET OEPOSIT10N PARAMETER AND CALCULATE OTHER 






C••••••o.PRINT SUMMARY OF DEPOSITION DATA 
WRITE (6,6001) NCY,TOTQSB,TOTGSB,COZBH,PCOZM,PLM,DLM 
7770 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• FORMAT STAT~~LNTSco• 
6000 FOR.'1AT U//10X,""'N0 SCDIME:-H TRANSPORT IN RIVER•// 
1 10X,¥TOO S~ALL SLOPE OR FLOW RATE, OR •, 
2 •TOO LARGE SEDIMENT SIZE, OSO•l 
6001 FORMAT (//10X,•AFTER•,rs,• PERIODS OF DEPOSITION •• •! 
1 10X,•TOTAL AMOUNT OF S~OIMENT O~POSITED ••• :•1 
1 10X,•TOTQSB =•,E10.3,• CU.M/M0. 4 ,10X,•TOTGSB =•,E10.3, 
2 ~ TONS/~0.•/!10X,•HAXI~UM DEPOSIT THICKN~SS ••• :•t10X, 
65 . 
3 •COZBM =•,F6e3,• M. OR PCOZM =•,F6,3,• 0/0 OF HATER DEPTH•/ 
. _ .. 4. 10X,•IT OCCURS AT A DISTANCE OF PLM =•,F10.1,• M. FROM THE •, 
5 •DAM, AN0,•/10X,•AT A WATER DEPTH OF DLM = •,F&.3,• M•t 
.RETURN 
SUBROUTINE WPROF (L.ZB,ZW,ZE~o,V,VH,SB,SH,SE,SP,FR, 
1 CDZOB,ZGO,LO,NS,NSM,NCY,NC~~ . 












C~ ••••••• RIVER-RESERVOIR SYSTEM WITH GIVEN FLOW AND SEDIMENT 
C •••••••• AS WELL AS GEOMORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
66 
COHHON/REACH1/QU,G,NH,ZO,~PSMAX,EPSMIN,OD,DL,DNORM,OMAX,SBR,NCH, 




REAL NM,LO,L1,L2,L<NSM),ZB<NSM),ZW(NSM},ZE<NSM),O(NSH),V(NSH), \ 
1 V H ( N S tH , S i3 C N S N ) , S H ( N S ~il , S E ( N S ~ ) , S P ( N S H ) , F R ( N S M ) , . ·-- __ _ _ _. \ _ 
2 COZBBCNSMl,ZBOCNSMl,LO<NSH) \ 
G = 9.81 
IF lNCASE,NE,!l GO TO 8 
C •••••••• IF INITIAL CALCULATIONS, SKIP NOT TO READ OFF TAPE 
IF (NCY.i:Q.U GO TO 1310 \ 
c •••••••• IF FI~LD LENGTH IS NOT EXTENDED, SKIP INITIAL \ 
C •••••••• CALCULATIONS AND READING OFF TAPE 
IF CNCH.NE.U GO TO 1300 
REWIND 8 
READ (8) fL(ll,I=1,NS),(Za<I),I=1,NSl 
1310 CONTINUE . 
C •••••••• INITIAL CREATION OF CHANNEl BED DATA 
Z81 = ZO 
01 = D~AX 
DL=SOOO •. $ LOC1J=D. $ ZBOC1l=ZO 
DO 1500 I=2,NSM 
LO<Il=LO<I-1l~OL b ZBO{I)=ZO+SBR•LOCI) 
1500 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• IF INITIAL CALCULATIONS, BRANCH TO START 
C •••••••• WATER PROFIL~ CALCULATIONS. 
IF INCYoC:O,U GO TO 11t00 
1300 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• RECREATE NEH CHANNEL BED DATA, LO, ZBO 
00 3700 I=1 9 NS~I 
IF (LO<IIoLTaL<NSll GO TO 3700 
C •••••••• FINO THE SECTION UP TO WHICH THE CHANNEL BED DATA 
C •••••••• IS TO BE RECREATED 
NI = I 
GO TO 3750 
3700 CONTINUE 
3750 CONTINUE 








IF l N L • E Q • N S 11 ) G 0 T 0 2 
IFlNLO~t.:Q.NSM) GO TO 3 
GO TO 1 
2 CONTINUE 
Cooo•g•••RE~REATE WHOL~ CHANNEL BED DATA IN TH~ CASE 
c •••••••• NO. OF SECTIONS FOR L IS LESS THAN THAT FOR LO 
DO 5 I=i,NSH 
. .. .. ~-· -· .... .. . .. 
- ··- ·!···· 
HP~OF TRACE CDC 6500 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O ( 
, --
1 
I 00 . 
I ZBOC!)=ZB(I) 
5 CONTINUE 
C,,,,,,.,N~W CHANNEL B~O DATA ARE RECREATED. SD, BRANCH 
c,,,,,,,,TO CALCULATE NEW HATER PROFILE 
GO TO t:\ 
3 CONTINUC: 
C••••••eoRECREATE PORTION OF CHANN~L BED DATA AFFECTED aY DEPOSITON 
67 
c •••••••• IN THE CASE NO. OF SECTIONS FOR L IS GREATER THAN THAT FOR LO 















c,.,,,,.,RECREATE THE REST OF CHANN£L aED DATA 







c •••••••• PRINT CHANN~L BED DATA BEFORE CALCULATING NEW HATER PROFILE. 
NCYO=NCY-1 
WRITE <6,7771) NCYD 
7771 FORMAT (//1QX,•RESERVOIR 3EO PROFILE AFTER•,I5, 
1 • PERIODS OF DEPOSITION~/5t4X,•N~,sx,~LO•,sx,•Z30•,2X)/) 
WRITE {6,7770l ( !I,LO(I) ,ZBO(I)) ,I-=1,NSH) 
7770 FOR.:-.if.I.T (S<I5,2E10,3)) 
C•••o~oooSTk2T WATER PROFILE CALCULATIONS 
1400 CONTINUf 
C •••••••• INITIALIZE FIELD LENGTH PARAHETER 
NCH=O 
c •••••• c.SET VARIABLES AT DAM SECTION 
Z81=ZB0<1l $ D1=DHAX-ZB1+ZO 
L1 = Oo 
SB1 = SBR 
SH1=0. 
000 :: DO 
C••••••e•PRINT TITLE OF WATER PROFILE DATA 
CAl.L OUTL (NCY) 
c •••••••• CALCULATE OTHER VARIABLES AT DAM SECTION 
C~ll SECT t01,Z31,ZW1,V1,VH1,ZE1,SP1,FR1• 
CALL SLOPE (Q1,V19S~1) 
c •••••••• LOOP FOR STEP-BY-STEP WATER PROFILE CALCULATIONS 
00 2500 NS=1~NSM 
C ••••••• ,TRANSF~R SECTION VARIA3LES 
CALL INDXV (L(NSI,Z:3(NSl,ZW<NSl,ZElNS),D(NS),V(NS),VHtNSl, 
C •••••••• PRINT SECTION VARIABLES . 
1 SB(NS) ,SVJ(NSl ,SECNS) ,SD(NSl ,FRlNSl) 
CALL OUTS CNSl 
C •••••••• CALCULATE VARIABL~S AT TH~ NEXT SECTIPN 
. CALL REACH (LO,ZOO,NCY,NCM,NS,NS~t 
c •••••••• TRANSFER VARI~BL~S 
CALL INDX 
00 = 000 
c •••••••• IF RIVER IS REACHED BRANCH TO PRINT 
IF tNS.LT.Ol GO TO 7100 
2500 CONTINUE 











C •••••••• PRESC~IOED DIMENSION FOR THE VARIABLES IS INSUFFICIENT. 
C •••••••• so, S~T FIELD l~NGTH PARAMETE~ AND TRANSFER ORIGINAL 
C, ••••••• GHANNEL BED DATA 
NS=NSM $ ZO=Z90(1) $ NCH=t 




c •••••••• WRITE ORIGINAL CHANNEL B~D DATA ON TEMPORARY TAPE 
REWIND 8 
WRITE (8) CLCI) ,I-=1,NS) ,CZBfi) ,I=1,NS) 
C••••••••OETERMINE THE EXTENDED FiiLD LENGTH BASED ON THE 
c •••••••• RELATIVE WATER DEPTH AT THE LAST SECTION CALCULATED 





C•••••••eRIVER IS REACHED, SO, TRANSFER AND PRINT DATA 
NR=-NS+1 
CALL INOXV (L(NRt ,ZBlNRl,ZW(NR),ZE(NR),D«NR),VCNR), 
1 V H ( N R l , S 8 OJ R » , 5 W ( N R ) , S E < NiH , S P ( N R) , F R ( N R l ) 
CALL OUTSC-NR) 
NS = NR 
C,,, ••••• ~tSET DEPOSITION TO ZERO FOR THE NEXT CYCLE 
DO 7200 I=i,NS 
GOZBB(I):::Q, 
7200 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• CHECK IF PRESCRIBED DIMENSION FOR THE VARIABLES IS 
C •••••• $.SUFFIGIENT C2 ADDITIONAL WORDS ARE R~QUIREO FOR 
c •••••••• PLOT SCALING) 
NS2=NS+2 
IF CNS2.LE.NS~U GO TO 7300 
PRINT 4, NS, NSM 
4 FORMAT C//1QX,•PRESCRIBEO DIMENSION IS NOT SUFFICIENT•! 
1 tox,•Ns =•,rs,sx,•NsM =•,IS//) 



















SUBROUTINE REACH (LO,Z90,NCY,NCM,NS,NSM, 
THIS ROUTINe MAKES TH~ ITERATIV~ CALCULATIONS 
FOR VARIOUS HYDRAULIC VARIASL~S AT A GIVEN R~ACH ••• 
COMHON/R~ACH1/QU,G,NM,ZO,EPSMAX,EPSHIN,OO,OL,ONORM,OMAX,SB~,NC~, 
1 01,L1,V1,ZB1~ZH1,ZE1,VH1,SB1,SWt,SE1,SP1,FR1, ____ •1~ 2 OO,LO,VO,ZBO,ZHO,ZEO,VH09SBO,SWO,SEO,SPO,FRO, 
_________________ ... . 3 0 2 , l2 , V 2 , Z 8 2 , lrl 2 , Z E 2 , il H 2 , S 8 2 , S H 2 , S E 2 , S P 2 , F R 2 , 0 L T . -·· . ___ , __ .... \· .. _ .. _ 
REAL NM,LO,L1,L2,Z80(NS~It ,LOCNSH) 
c •••••••• TRV A REACH LENGTH AND CALCULAT~ OTHER TRIAL VALUES \ 
L2=L1tDLT 
Z82=ZINTCLO,ZOO,L2,NSM> _ . 
SOOT=<ZB2-Z81)/DLT 
C •••••••• SET COUNTERS FOR TRIAL-AND-ERRO~S 
DL=DLT $ KO=O $ KE=O $ K=O 
c •••••••• IF TRIAL DEPTH IS APPROXIMATELY. EQUAL TO NORMAL RIVER DEPTH, 
c •••••••• BRANCH TO SET VARIABLES ~QUAL TO NORMAL RIVE~ VALUES 
lf((01-0NORH)/0NOR~.LE.EPSMIN> GO TO 1775 
C••••••oeiF TRIAL BED-~NERGY SLOPE DIFFERENCE IS POSITIVE, 
c •••••••• BRANCH TO START REGULAR CALCULATIONS 
IF (S80TsGT.S£1l GO TO 3300 
Ce•••••••NEGATIVE DEPTH INCREMENT IS REQUIRED 
00=-00/10. 
GO TO 3300 
1775 CONTINUE 
C•••••••oSET TRIAL NORMAL RIVER VALUES 
02=0NOH1 
oo=o2-ot $ oo~oi+DD/2. 
CALL SLOPE <OO,VO,SEOt 
FRO=VO/SQ~TCG 4 00l S TEM=1.-FRO~FRO 
SBOT=CSBR+SS1l/2c $ SBO=SBOT b SBA=SBO-SEO 
C •••••••• IF TRIAL BED-~NERGY SLOP£ DIFFERENCE IS POSITIVE 
C •••••••• BRANCH FOR REGULAR CALCULATIONS 
IF (SBA.GT.Oo) GO TO 4500 
c •••••••• TRIAL BED-ENERGY SLOPE DIFFERENCE IS NEGATIVE. 
C • •• o o ••• AS S U i·l ::: R I V E R I S REA C H E 0 IH T HI N 2 0 0 Cl 0 M • 
D2=DNORH $ SB2=SBR $ SH2=SBR $ SE2=SBR $ 00=02-01 
OL=20000. 
L2=L1+DL $ Z82=ZINT(LO,ZaO,L2,NSHt 




C •••••••• START REGULAR TRIAL-AND-eRROR CALCULATIONS 
DO = 01+0012. 
02 = OU·OO 
CALL SLOPE COO,VO,SEO) 
FRO = VO/SORT(G~OO> 
TEM = 1 .. ~FRO~FRO 






c •••••••• IF D[PTH 1NC~EMENT IS N[GATIVE, BRANCH iO CHECK 
c •••••••• B~O-ENERGY SLOPE DIFFE~lNCE 
70 
IF <DO.LE.O.) GO TO 4400 
C •••••••• OEPTH INCREMENT IS POSITIVE. SO, CHECK IF BfO-ENERGY 














C •••••••• SLOPE OIFFEKENCE IS NEGATIVE. IF SO, 3RANCH FOR 
C •••••••• REGULAR CALCULATIONS, OTH~RWISE BRANCH TO CHANGE 
C •••••••• DEPTH INCREMENT 
IF <SBA.LTeOd GO TO 4500 
··---·GO TO 460 0 
4400 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• OEPTH INCRE~ENT IS NEGATIVE. SO, CHECK IF BED-ENERGY 
c •••••••• SLOPE OIFF~RENCE IS POSITIVE. IF SO,ARANCH FOR. 
c •••••••• REGULAR CALCULATIONS, OTHERWISE BRANCH TO CHANGE 
c •••••••• OEFTH INCR~MENT 
IF (SBA.GT.O,) GO TO 4500 
4&00 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• CHANG~ DEPTH INCREMENT 
C •••••••• IF ABSOLUTE VALUE IS TOO SMALL, ;CHANG~ SIGN 
I F { A B S ( u 0 l • G T • 0 • 0 0 5 ) G 0 T 0 47 0 0 
c •••••••• IF TOO MANY TKIAL-AND-ERRORS IN CHANGING SIGNS, 
C •• ~•••••CHECK IF RIVER IS APPROXIMATELY R~ACH~D. IF NOT . 
C •••••••• ASSUME NO DEPTH CHANGE OCCURS AND B~ANCH TO CALCULATE 
C •••••••• OTH~R VA~I~3LES AND RETURN 
. -
1355 
IF <KD.Li:.2l GO TO 1355 
IF <ABSCSG~-SBOt/SeR.GT.EPSMINJ GO 
IF <A£3S(SBR-SE0) /S3R.LC:.EPSi1IN) GO 




c •••••••• TRY THE NEW DEPTH INCREMENT WITH THE CHANGED SIGN 
KD=KD+l 
00-=-DO 
GO TO 3300 
.4700 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• TRY ~ SMALLER DEPTH INCREMENT 
00=0012. 
GO TO 3300 
4500 CONTINUE 
C•••••••oREGULAR CALCULATIONS WITH TRIAL VALUES 
OL=-TEW"DO/SBA 
c •••••••• IF TRiAL REACH LENGTH IS NOT TOO LARGE 
C •••••••• 8RANCH FOR REGULAR CALCULATIONS. 
IF <DL.LE.2000D.> GO TO 1380 
_ Ceoeoe ... TOO LARGE Ri:::ACH LENGTH. IF NOT TOO i'iANY TRIALS, BRANCH 
c •••••••• TO CH~CK IF TRIAL SLOPE VALUES ARE APPROXIMATELY O.K. 
I F . < K E • L T • 2 l G 0 T 0 Lt 8 11 . . . ·----- -··-- . 
C •••••••• TOO MANY TRIALS. SO, BRANCH TO SET RIVER VALUES 
GO TO 4806 
4811 CONTINUE 
C •••••••• CHECK IF TRIAL SLOPE VALUES APPROXIMATE 
IF (A8S(SIJi<.-S90l/S9R.GT.EPSMIN> GO TO 4810 
·-···- ... .... IF lA8SCS3R~SE0)/SBR.LE.EPSMINt GO TO 4800 
4810 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• 9RANCH TO TRY A NEW OEPTH INC~E~ENT 
GO TO 4600 
4800 CONTINUE 
THE NORMAL RIVER SLOPE 
c •••••••• RIVER IS APPROXIMATELY REACHEOQ SET CORRESPONDING VALUES 
.. __ .... 02=DNORt-1 $ S82==S8R ~ SW2=SBR $ SE2=SBR $ 00=02-01 .. 
00=01+00/2, $ SOD=(S01+S82l/2, $ SEO-=<SE1+SE2)/2, 
········ 't.l.:. 
C •••••••• IF BED-ENERGY SLOPE DIFFERENCE IS POSITIVE, BRANCH FOR 
c,,,,,,,.REGULAR CALGULATIONS 
5 IF <SBO, GT .SC:O) GO TO 4805 
• C.~ ••••• ~BRANCH TO TRY A NEW DEPTH INCREMENT 
SUBROUTINE REACH TRACE CDC 6600 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O 
0 
KE=KEt1 
GO TO 4&00 
1+805 CONTINUE 
C,,,,,,,.REGULAR CALCULATIONS 




c •••••••• IF REACH LENGTH IS TOO LARGE, SET IT TO 20000, AND 
5 c,,,,,,,.GALCULATE OTH~R VARIABLES 




0 Ce••••c•e3RANCH TO ASSUME NORMAL RIVER FLOW 
GO TO 1390 
1380 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• CONTINUE WITH REGULAR CALCULATIONS 








SBOT = CZ82-ZB1l/DL 
DSB ~ ABSCSBOT-SBQ)/$80 
c •••••• ~.CHECK IF TRIAL 3ED SLOP~ IS O.K. 
I F CO S 8 • L T • E P S 1'1 A X ) G 0 T 0 12 0 0 
c •••••••• IF TOO MANY TRIALS, TRY A SMALLER DEPTH INCREMENT 
c •••••• ,.IF TOO MAtJY TRIALS, BRANCH TO TRY A NEH DEPTH INCREMENT 
IF (K,GT.2l GO TO 46GO 
c •••••••• TRY A NEW 8~8 SLOPE 
SBOT=CSSO~SSOT)/2, 
GO TO 1170 
1200 CONTINUE 
c.,,.,, •• TRIAL BED SLOPE IS O.K., CHECK ENERGY SLOPE 
CALL SLOPE C02,V2,SE2> 
DSE = ABS<SE1-SE2J/SEO 
c •••••••• IF EN~RGY SLO?E IS NOT OK, BRANCH TO TRY A NEW 
c • • • • • • • • u £ P T H n, c !( E 11:: NT 
IF COSE,GT.cPSI·1AX) GO TO 4600 
Ce•••••o•RESUM~ PEGULAR CALCULATIONS 
CALL SECT C02,Z02,ZW2,V2,VH2,Z€2,SP2,FP2) 
SW2=CZW2-ZW1)/0L $ S02=SBO 
c •••••••• CHECK IF BED AND ENERGY SLOPES APPROXIMATE NORMAL RIVER SLOPE 
IF ((S8R-S80)/SBR.GT.EPSM!N) GO TO ~360 
IF ((S8R-SE:0)/SSR.LE.E.PSt-1IN) GO TO 1370 
1360 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• IF ENERGY SLOPE IS DECREASING, WHICH CAN NOT OCCUR, 
0( 
c •••••• oeTKY A Sl":ALLE~ 0.:: 0 TH INCRC:MENT. IF NOT RETURN TO CALCULATE ..... . 
65 
c •••••••• ANOTH~R SECTION. 
IF (SEZ.GT.SEU ~ETURN 
GO TO 4600 
1370 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• NORMAL (RIV~Rl FLOW 
1390 CONTINUE 






... . ....... ' ...... ~ . . ____ ,_,., ........... ___ ,... ·-
c •••••••• NO Ot:PTH CHANGE IN THIS REACH,,, 
OD=O. $ 02=D1 $ S92=S31 $ SW2=SW1 $ SE2=SE1 
IF COL.GT.20DOO.> DL=20000o 
.SUBROUTINE REACH TRACE CDC 6o00 FTN V3.0-P336 OPT=O 0 




$ ZB2=ZINTCLO,Z:80,L2,NS~H ----···· 
5 
C02,ZB2,ZW2,V2,VH2,ZE2,SP2,FR2t 
SUB~OUTINE SLOPE CO,V,SE> 
C •••••••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES EN~RGY SLOPE AT A SECTION, 
.. c •••••••• MANNING EQUATION IS USED ASSUMING WIDE CHANN~L 
COMMON/R~ACH1/QU,G,NH,ZO,£PSMAX,~PSMIN,OD,DL,ONORH,QHAX,SBR,NCH, 
1 D1 9 L1,V1,ZB1,ZW1,Z~1,VH1,SB1,SW1,SE1tSP1,FR1, 
2 DO,LO,VO,ZBOvZWO,ZEO,VHO,SBO,SWO,SEO,SPO,FRC, 
··-·--·· __ . 3 D2,L2,V?,ZB2,ZW2,ZE2,VH2,SB2,SW2,SE2,SP2,FR2 
REAL Nt-:,LO,L1,L2 
............. ·'"·--· ... V =QUID 
r--






SUBROUTINE SECT CO,Z9,ZW,V,VH,ZE,SP,FRl 
C •••••••• THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES VALUES OF VARIOUS HYDRAULIC 




3 02,L2,V?,Z829ZW2,ZE2,VH2,S82,SW2,SE2,SP2 9 FR2,0LT REAL Nt't,LO,L1,L2 
V = QU/0 
VH = V•Vt2.1G 
ZW = ZB+O 
ZE ·- ZW+VH 
FR = V/SQRTCG•D) 
SP = O+VH 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION ZINT CX,Y,XINT,NN) 
C •••••••• THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE LINEAR INTERPOLATION fOR 
C •• •• .... A VARIABLE PEO ELEVATIOi~) AT A SECTION, IN TERMS OF 
C •••••••• ANOTH~R VARI~.9LE CDISTANCE FROM DAM). 
DIMENSION XCNNt,Y<NN) 
DO 1000 I=:t9NN 



















C •••••••• THIS SUBROUTINE HAKES INITIAL VALUES FOR A NEH REACH 
C •••••• s.EOUAL TO END VALU~S OF THE PR~VIOUS ONE. 
73 
COMHON/REACH1/QU,G,N~,ZO,EPS~AX,~PSMINvODvDL,DNORH,OMAX,SBR,NCH, 
1 01,L1,V1,ZB1,ZW1,ZE1,VH1,SB1,SW1,SE1 9 SP1,FR1, 
'. I 2 OO,LO,VO,Z9D~ZHG,ZEO,VHO,S90,SWO,SEO,SPO,FRO, 
3 o2,L2,v2,ZB2~zw2,ZE2,VH2,SU2,SW2,SE2,SP2,FR2,oLT I 
REAL NH,LO,L1,L2 -\. 
01=02 i L1=L2 S V1=V2 $ Z91=Z82 $ ZW1=ZW2 $ ZE1=ZE2 ~~i0~~2 $ SB1=SB2 $ SW1=SW2 $ SE1=SE2 $ SP1=SP2 $ FR1=FR2. -- .:.J 
END \ 
SU9ROUTINE INDXV(L,ZB,ZW,ZE,O,V,VH,SB,SH,SE,SP,FR) 
C •••••••• THtS ROUTINE DEFINES THE CURRENT VALUES OF VARIABLES 
c •••••••• AT A SECTION 
....... -····· .CD!~ MO N IRE AC H 1 I QU, G, tm, Z 0, :::PSi1 A X, E PS HI N, DD, DL, DNO RH, 0 MAX, S BR, NCH, 
1 01 9 L1,V1,ZB1,ZW1,ZE1,VHt,SB1,SW19SE1,SP1,FR1, 
2 oo,Lo,vo,zoo,zwo,zEo,vHo,seo,swo,sEo,sPo,FRo, 
3 Q2,L2,V2,Z82,ZW2,ZE2,VH2,S02,SH2,SE2tSP2,FR2,0LT 
REAL NM,L,L0 7 Lt,L2 
L=L1 $ ZJ=ZJi S ZH=ZWl $ ZE=ZE1 $ 0=01 $ V=V1 $ VH=VH1 
SB=SB1 $ SW=SH1 $ SE=SE1 i SP=SP1 $ fR=FR1 
RETURN 
EtJD 
SU O.~OUT I NE OUT TL 





~EAL Ni1,L0 9 L1 9 L2 
WRITE (6,60Q1) 
WRITE (6,6C02l QU~DNORM~OHAX,NM,EPSHIN,EPSMAX 
6001 FORMAT (1H1///10X•RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION"//) 
6002 FORMAT C10X,~UNIT DISCHARGE QU =•,F6.2,• CU-M/SEC!M•t 
1 10X,•NOR!~AL DEPTH IN RIVEt< =•,F6.2,'~- ~1-'~-/ 
2 1 0 X , • t·: f\ X H1 U t1 \~ AT ::. R D E P T H AT 0 A ~I D M A X = • , F c • 2 , • M •1 
3 1QX,•MANNING ROUGHNESS NM =•, F5e4/ 
~ iOX,•HI~IMUM FACTOR OF TOLERANCE EPSMIN =•, F5.2/ 
~ 10X, 4 HAXIHUM FACTOR OF TOL~RANCE EPSHAX =•, F5.2//t 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTL CNCY) 
Ceeao••••THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES TITLE FO~ WATER PROFILE. 
H R I T E ( 6 , G 0 0 1 l t~ C Y 
6001 FORMAT (1H1///, 

















. t 74 ,. 
SUBROUTINE OUTS (NRl 
C •••••••• THIS ROUTINE WRIT~S THE WAl~K P~ur~L~ u"'" 
C •••••••• OOTAINED AT EACH SECTION 






IF OiR.C::Q.U GO TO 1100 
IF<NR.LT.O, GO TO 1200 
GO TO 1300 
1100 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,6002) NR,01,L1,V1,Z81,ZW1,ZE1tVH1,SB1,SW1,SE1tSP1,FR1 
RETURN 
1200 CONTINUE 
NR ::: -NR / 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 0 3 ) N R ~ 0 1 , L 1 , V 1 , Z 8 1 ~ i H 1 ~. Z E 1 , VH 1 , S B 1 , S H 1 , S E 1 , S P 1 iF R 1 
RETURN 
1300 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,6001' NR,Oi,Lt,Vt,ZB1,ZW1,ZE1,VH1,SB1tSW1,SE1,SP1,F~1 
6001 FORMAT (10X,•SEC •,I4,1X,F6.2,1X,F7.0,1X~F5.2,3(1X,F6o2l, 
1 1X,FS.3,3E10.3,1X,F6.2,1X,F5.3) 
6002 FORMAT C10X,•OA~ •,I4,1X,F6,2,1X,F7.0,1X,F5.2,3(1X,F6.2t, 
1 1X,F5.3,3~10.3,1X,F6.2,1X,F5.3) 




.SUB~OUTINE OUTBL (0L,DEP8L,NB,L,O,V,QU,QUCR,GSS,QSS, 
1 ozea,zs~cozsa> 
c •••••••• THIS ROUTIN~ WRITES THE DEPOSITION DATA OBTAINED 
C••••••••AT RESERVOIR SECTIONS 
WRITE <6,6001) DL,DEPBL,NB,L,O,V,QU,QUCR,GSB,QSB, 
1 OZBB~ZB,COZ83 
&001 FORMAT (26X,F6.G,53X,E9.~/ 




SUBROUTINE OUT8L1 (N8~L,Q,V,QU,QUCR,GSB,QSB,OZ83,Z3,CDZBB) 
c •••••••• THIS ROUTINE WRITES TH~ DEPOSITION OMTA OBTAINED 
c •••••••• AT THe RIVlR SECTION 
WRITE <6,6001) N3,L,O,V,QU,QUCR,GSB,QSB,OZSB,Z8tCDZBB 















SUBROUTINE OUTOLT <NCY,NEQ) 
c •••••••• THIS SUBROUTIN~ WRITES TITLE FOR DEPOSITION. 
GO TO <1001,1C02,1003,2001,2002), NEQ 
1001 CONTINUE 
WRITC: (6,6001) NCY 
GO TO 1100 
1002 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,6002) NCY 
GO TO 1100 
1003 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,6003) NCY 
GO TO 1100 
2001 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6 9 6011) NCY 
GO TO 1100 
2002 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6, 6 0 12 ) NC Y 
GO TO 11u0 
1100 CONTINUE 
. WRITE C6,6005) 
6~01 FORMAT (1H1///10X,•nEO LOAD DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS•, 
1 10X,•NCY =~,IS,10X, 
2 •SCHOKLITSCH-HJULSTROM (DEPOSITION) EQUATION•//) 
6002 FORMAT (1H1///10X,•BED LOAD DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS•, 
1 10X,•NCY =•,I5,10X, 
2. •MEYER-PETER HULLER EQUATION+//) 
6003 FORI·IAT (1H1///10X,•BED LOAD· DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS•, 
1 10X,•NCY =•,I5,10X, 
2 •EINSTEIN-42 8EO LOAD ~OUATION•//) 
6011 FORMAT (1H1//10X,•TOTAL LOAD DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS•, 
1 10X,•NCY =•,I5,1QX, 
2 •ACAROGLU-GRAF EQUATION•//) 
6012 FORMAT (1H1//iOX,•TOTAL LOAD DEPOSITION CALCULATIONS•, 
1 tox~•NCY =•,rs,1ox, 
2 •LAURSEN EQUATION•//) 




SUBROUTINE ELPLT (L,ZB,ZW,NS,NSM,KEY, 
C. •••••••THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS CHANNEL B~O AND WATO:.R PROFILE 
C., •••••• AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM DAM. 
c •••••••• PLOT N0.1 (WHOLE RIVER-RESERVOIR SYSTEM> 
EXTERNAL LINE 
COMHON/ELPLT/X090X,XL,YO,OY,YL 
COMMON/O~P/050 9 FAC,FACT19FACT2,NEQ,NCASE,NLAST,NPLT 
REAL L(NSH) ,Z8!NSM),ZW<NSM) 
c •••••••• TEMPORARILY STORE CALCULATED CH~NNEL DATA 
TEML=L<NS) $ ZBT~M=ZBCNS) $ ZHTEH=ZWCNSl 
TEML1=L(NS+1) $ Z8TEM1=Z8£NS+1) $ ZWTEM1=ZW<NS+1) 
Ce•••••••DO NOT PLOT THe RIVER S~CTION AND DEFINE PLOT SCALING 
NR=NS-1 













ZB<NR+1t=YO $ ZO<NR+2l=DY 
ZW(NR+1l=YO $ ZWCNR+21=DY 
C,,,,,,,,PLOT CHANNEL BED 
CALL RUNLINKCLINE,L,ZBtNR,t,O,O) 
C •••••••• CHcCK IF WATER PROFIL~ IS A~SO 
IF (KEY.NE.OI GO TO 1100 
c •••••••• PLOT WATER PROFILE 
CALL RUNLIN~{LINE,L,ZW,NQ,i,O,Ot 
1100 CONTINUE 
c •••••••• RESTORE CALCULATED CHANNEL DATA 
... ,,,,,, 0 . •~ ·~ v•..V• ~, ,,..-~, ,.,,_. -· ,, ,.,...,,.,. , __ ,__.,...,. .. ,,, .... ,.,.4~'••-·-•-•-.•·• .. · 
T 0 BE PLOTTED 
L<NSJ=TEr1L $ ZB<NSl=ZBTEH $ ZIHNSI=ZWTEH 
L(NS+1t=TEML1 $ Z8(NS+1t=ZBTEM1 $ ZW<NS+1)=ZWTEM1 
RETURN 
END 





c •••••••• THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS CHANNEL OED AND WATER PROFILE 
c •••••• o.AT THE END OF EACH SIGNIFICANT OEPOSITIONo 




REAL LCNSH> ,Z8CNSMI ,ZWtNS~H 
C, ••••••• TEMPORARILY STO~E CALCULATED CHANNEL DATA 
TEML=LCNSI $ Z9TEH=ZB<NS) $ ZWTE~=ZW(NS) 
TEML1=LLNS+1> $· ZBTEM1=ZBCNS+1t $ ZWT~M1=ZW<NS+1) 
c •••••••• FIND THE FIRST SECTION TO B~ PLOTTED FUR PLOT N0.2 
DO tOOO I=1,NS 
IF (Ll!l.LToXODt GO TO 1000 






c ••••••• ,O~FIN~ PLOT SCALING DATA 
L(NR+1~=XOD $ LCNR+2l=DXD 
ZB<NR+ll=YOD $ ZBCNR+2,=DYD 
ZWlNR+1>=YOD $ ZH(NR+21=0YD 
CQ••••••ePLOT CHANN~L BED AND WATER PROFILE 
CALL RUtJLINt< <LINE,LCIN>,ZBCINt,IK,1,0tOl 
CALL RUNLINK · CLINE,LCIN) ,ZW<IN> ,IK,1,0,0) 
c •••••••• RESTORE CALCULhTEO CHANNEL DATA 
L<NSI=TEiiL $ ZBtNSl=ZBTE11 $ ZIHNSl=ZWTEt1 









. ... ··-·-- ······-. S U B R 0 U T I N E A X P L T { X 0 , D X , XL , Y 0 , D Y, Y L , N E Q , N L AS T , N C M t
C. • ••• •• .THIS SUBiWUTINE PLOTS AXES FOR ANY OF PLOTS AND. ALSO ......... . 
.. - .. -- ..... -··~ ·-·- ·~-~·-· --··------ ... ·. ,' 
c •••••••• SPECIFIES THE SEDIMENT DISCHARGE EQUATION USED. 
EXT~RNAL AXIS1,LINE,SYMBOL,NUHBER 
c,,,,,,,,BRANCH FOK PROPER EQUATION 
G 0 T 0 < ·1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 , 1 0 0 3 , 2 0 0 1, 2 0 0 2) , N E Q 
1001 CONTINUE 
CALL RUNLINK <SYMBOL,2,0,0~5,0.1~, 
1 43HSCHOKLITSCH-HJULSTROM {DEPOSITION• EQUATION,0,,431 
GO TO 1100 . 
1002 CONTINUE 
. -CALL RUNLINK <SYMBOL,2,Q,Q,S,0.14, 
1 27HM£YER-PETER MULLER EOUATION,Q,,27l 
GO TO 1100 
1003 CONTINUE. 
CALL RUNLINK <SYMBOL,2.0,Q,S,Q,14, 
_______ 1 29HEINSTEIN-42 BED LOAD EQUATION,0.,29t 
GO TO 1100 
2001 CONTINUE 
CALL RUNLINK CSYHBOL,2.0,0,S,0,14, 
1 22HACAROGLU-CRAF EQUATION,0.,22t 
GO TO 1100 
2002 CONTINUE 
CALL RUNLINK <SY~BOL,2,Q,O,S,0.14, 
1 16HLAURSEN EQUATION,0,,16) 
GO TO 1100 
1100 CONTINUE 
c,,,,,,,,WRITE INFORMATION ON PLOTS 
CALL RUNLINK <SVMBOL,2,Q,0.2,0o14,7HNLAST =,0,,7) 
CALL RUNLINK <NUNB€R,2.9,0,2,0.1~,NLAST,0,,2HI5l 
CALL RUNLINK (SYM90L,4.0,0.2,0,14,5HNCH =,0,,5) · 
CALL RUNLINK <NUHB~R,4.S,Q,2,0.14,NCM,0,,2HISt 
CALL RUNLINK <AXIS1,0.,0.,24HDISTANCE FROM DAM, L (HJ, 
1 -24,XL,o.,xo,ox,2o.> 





NCASt = 2 NLAST =1631 NF»LT = 2 
1U = 1."1 CU. MfSECfH ZO = 0. 0 0 M OMAX = 23.50 M NM = .0234 SB~ = .175E-03 ONORM = 1. 98 1'1 
DO = -.500 1'1 EPSI'!AX :: .to EPSMIN = • 05 NSM = 150 NCM :: 3600 OLT = 100. 
050 = .0020 M ='AC = .861tOOE+05 FACT 1 = 1. 0 FACT2 = 1. 0 NEQ = 2 
xb = .110E+06 ox = • 500E+O'+ XL = .1&0 E+02 
'fO = .t90E+O 2 DY = .200E+01 YL = .700E+01 
' 
xoo = ol10E+06 OXD .500E+Olt XL J = .120::+02 
YOD = .180E+02 DYD = • 20 0 E + 01 YLD = .600E+01 




RESP~Ol~ SEDlHo~TATTON 79 
UNIT DISGrHR.GE au = 1.81 CU-!•115 EC/H 
NORH~L Dt::PTH IN RIV~O !.'!P 1': 
"'AX!HUH WATE<> DEPTH aT DAM Dt<~ X = 23.50 H 
"'ANNING '!JJGHNE55 '1'1 =. 02 31t 
MINIMUM FAO:TOR )F TOL t:PANCE fOSMIN .05 
"'AX!I'UM FA:TOR )F TJLEPA NCF ~PSHAX • 1 0 
.. 
~ESfPVOn BED P'{OFILf AFT':<> 1631 O~'!IODS OF DEPOSITION 
~I LO Zl30 'I LO ZBO N LJ ZBO N LO ZBJ N LO no 
o. 0. 2 .2~6E+Oio .500[+00 3 .572E+04 .100[+01 4 .657E+Oit .150£+01 5 .114E+05 .200 +01 
~ .tlt~E+C? .~50~•01 7 .171""+05 .300001 B .2oo::•os • 350[+01 '! .22'!E+05 .ltOOE+Ol 10 .257E+Oi • '+50 +01 
t 1 .?R.SE+-D~ .?OUE+01 12 • 314[+05 .550[+01 1~ .343~+05 .600E+01 1'+ .372E+05 .&50E+01 15 ... OOE+05 • ra o +01 
16 • It 1 4E +u~ .725[+01 17 ... 2qE+05 .750[+01 16 • '+43[+05 .775E+01 1'! oi+57E+05 o600E+01 20 ,472E+05 .625 +01 
21 .4'\:Jt•O~ .850:':+01 2? • 500E+05 .875~+01 23 ,515::+05 • '301£+01 21t • 5 2'3 E + 05 .H&£+01 25 • 5'*3E+05 • 351 +01 
2f. .??~f•rs • 'l7oE+O 1 u ,572E+05 .1 00[+02 26 .58&£+05 • 10 3E + 0 2 2'3 .&00[+05 .105[+02 30 .615[+05 .10 8 • 02 
Jl .ozq~·or.:: • 110[+02 l? • &43£+05 .113£+02 B .&5E+05 • 115£ + 0 2 34 .672E+05 .11H+02 35 .68oE+~5 • 120 +02 
36 • 7ott.•o~ .t23E+02 37 • 715E+05 .125E+02 3R .729[+05 .12RE+02 39 .71tltE+05 .t30E+02 40 • 756005 .133 + 02 
~1 • 77.'~£+05 .135£+02 42 , 7R7E+05 .138E+02 lt3 .801~+05 .140£+02 ,. .. .615[+05 •1'*3E+02 45 ,630£+05 .1<+5 +02 
46 • ""<+F+n5 .14~f+0(' 47 • 859E+05 .150E+02 lt8 .873[+05 .153[+02 4'! .880[+05 .151tE+02 50 .ee7E+05 .155 +02 
<;t .•95E.+05 .157E+O 2 <;? • 902f+05 .158€+02 53 ,'l09E+05 .15'lE+02 54 .91&E+05 .1&0E+02 55 .923E+05 • 162 +02 
ss ,'"1J1t::+OS .1&:'E+O? S7 .'l3H+05 .164[+02 5A .9'+510+05 .1&5E•02 59 .'!52E+05 .157E+02 60 .960E+05 • 168 +02 
E>t ·"'>7F+r.:; .1o'lE+O? r,z .974F+G5 .t70E+02 &3 o':l82E+05 .172f+02 &4 .'38'3E+05 .173£+02 &5 .99&E+05 .174 +02 
:)n .1011r+n~ .t7~f+O? 67 .101F+Oo ,177E+02 68 .102E+06 .178[+02 c9 .103E+06 .t79E+02 70 ,10JE+Oo .181 +02 
T1 .!04F+O~. .182E+O 'Z 72 .105€+05 .183[+02 73 .1o&r:•o& .165E+O;> 74 .!O&E+Oo .166[+02 75 .107E+Oo .187 +02 
n .tO~E+O~ , B9E+O 2 77 .10'!E+06 .190t:+02 78 .10':lE+06 .1'11[+02 79 .uoE•o& o1'33E+02 60 .111E+Oo .1'31t +02 
~ 1 ·112£+0~ • 1 g 5E+ D? v .1t2E+OF. .1'l&c•02 63 .112E+06 .197E+02 84 .113[+06 .197E+02 65 .113E+Oo .1'36 +02 
Pt6 .t14E+o& .11~E+02 ~7 .11'+E+OE- .199E+02 ~6 .u~t::+06 ,200E+02 89 .115£+0& .2011:+02 go • 115t:. 0 5 • 202 +02 
'!1 .116!'+0<, ,202E+O? 12 .11fiE•Oo .203E+02 93 .11&E+06 .20<+E+02 94 .117E•O& .205£+02 95 .117E+Oo .205 +02 
'lb .11 ~r·c~ .20flE+02 q7 .11Rt:+Co .207E+02 '13 .11'!C:+O& .20~£+02 '39 .119E+O& .209E+02 100 .1 20E+Oo • ~ 0 '3 +0~ 
101 .t20f+O& .210E+D2 102 .1?0E+Oo .210[+02 10 3 .120E+06 .210E+02 104 .t20E+O& o211E+02 105 .120E+Oo • 211 +02 
106 .t?.OE+Ob .?11E+02 U7 .1201:+0h .211F+02 106 .120::+06 .212E+02 10'3 .120E+Oo .212E+02 110 .120E+Oo .212 +02 
111 .t?H+rb .?12E+02 112 o120f+06 .212E+02 113 .12o::•o6 .212E+02 11'+ .120E+Of> .212E+02 115 .120E+Ob .212 +02 
116 .12Jf+O< . • 212F+O? 117 .120E+Oc • ?12E+02 11~ ,120E+06 .213E+02 11'! .120E+Oo .213t:.+02 120 .120E+Oo • 214 +02 
121 .1?tE+"S .215::•02 1?2 .122E+u6 .217E+02 123 .122::+06 .21~£+02 12'+ .124E+Oo .no [+02 125 .1 25£. 0& • 223 +02 
12f- .12~£+0(, .227E+02 127 .133!'+06 .23SE+02 128 .149E+06 .2&3£+02 129 .1&'3E+Oo o2'37E+02 130 .170E+Oo .2'38 +02 
1.31 • t7~[+01i .HtEt02 lJ? • 1 A0f+06 ,315E+02 133 .165E+06 ,32<+E+02 134 • 1'!0E+ il& .332C:+G2 135 .1'35E+Oo .341 +02 
bo .zonE+O~ • 350E+C 2 117 • 205F+O~ ,35'lE+02 u~ • 210::+06 .367[+02 139 .215E+06 .376[+02 140 .220E.+Oo .365 +02 
141 .?2?E+Qii • 3'14[+02 1:.?. , 2~0E+Oo • 1+02E+ 02 lit3 .235E+Oo .411£+02 14'+ .240[+0& .lt20E+02 145 .2r.5E+Oo • '+29 +02 
146 .250(+0'> .<tJ7E+C2 I '+7 , 255E+Oo .<.<+6E+02 14R .260E+Oo .455E+02 149 .265E+Oo .ltoltE+02 150 .270Et0& • 1+72 +02 
, .. 
80 
WATfP F>!tOFILE ('11-CURVEl CALCULATIONS NCY = 1&32 
0 L v ZA zw ZE VH SR sw SE 5F> FR 
01t (H) (MISt (HI Pit ( '1, fHt ( H t 
OIIM 1 23.50 o. • 0 8 o.oo 2 3. 50 23.50 • 0 OD • 17 SE-D 3 o. .483E-07 23.50 • DO 5 
SEC 2 2 3. 00 2858. • D8 .so 2 3. 50 23.50 .ooo .17 5E-D3 .454E-07 • 518E-D 7 23. DO .005 
SEC 3 22.50 5716. .D8 t.DD 23.50 2 3. 50 .ooo .17 SE-D 3 .4118E-D7 .5511E-07 22.50 • 005 
src 4 22.01) 8574. .06 1.50 23. 50 23.50 .DOD .175E-03 .526E-07 .601E-07 22.00 • 00 6 
SEC 5 21. 50 11432. .06 2.00 23. 50 23.50 • 00 0 .175E-03 .568£-07 .649E-07 21.50 .006 
SEC f> 21. 0 0 111290. .oq 2.50 23.50 23.50 .ooo .175E-03 .614E-07 .702E-.D7 21.DO • 00 0 
SEC 7 20. 50 171'+8. .09 3.00 23.50 23.50 .ooo .175E-D3 .665£-07 • 761E-D7 2 D • 50 • DO 6 
SEC 8 2D. Oil 20007. .o9 3.50 23.50 23.50 .ODD .17 5E- 03 .722E-07 • 826E-0 7 20.00 • 0 0 6 
SEC 9 19. 50 221165. .o9 4.oo 23. 50 23.50 .ooo .175£-03 .766E-07 .899E-07 19.50 • 00 7 
SEC 10 19.00 25724. .10 4.50 2 3. 50 23.50 .ooo .175E-03 .856E-07 • 980E-07 19.00 • 00 7 
SEC 11 18. 50 21158 2. • 10 s.oo 23. 50 2 3. 50 • 000 .175E-03 .936£-07 .1o1E:..o 6 18.50 • 00 7 
SEC 12 1 R. 00 3141t1. • 10 r;.so 23. 50 23.50 .001 .175E-D3 .102E-06 .117£-06 H.OO .008 
SEC 13 17.50 lft300. .to :..oo 2 3. 50 23.50 .001 .17 SE-03 .113E-06 • 129E -D 6 17.50 .006 
SEC 14 17.00 3715 9. .11 6.50 23. 50 23.50 • 001 .175E-03 .124£-06 .142£-06 17.00 • 00 8 
5EC 15 16. 50 40019. • 11 7. 00 2 J. so 23.50 • OD 1 .175E-03 .137E-D6 .157E-D6 1 &. 50 • DO 9 
SEC to 1&.2? Lt1448. .11 7.25 2 3. 50 23.50 .DOt .175E-O 3 .148£-06 .165E-D6 1&.25 • DO 9 
SEC 17 tn.OO 42878. • 11 7.50 2 3. 50 23.50 .001 .175E-03 .155E-06 • 174E- 0 6 16.00 • 00 9 
SEC 111 15. 75 41tl 0 8. .11 7.75 2 3. 50 23.50 • 001 .17 5E-03 .164£-06 .183£-06 15.75 • 00 9 
SEC 19 15.50 lt57H. .12 B.oo 23. 50 2 3 0 50 .001 • 17 SE-03, .173£-06 • 19 3£-0 6 15.50 0 00 9 
SEC 20 15.25 47tf>8o .12 8.25 23.50 23.51 .001 .17 5£-03 .182£-06 • 20 4E-O 6 15.25 .010 
5EC 21 15.DO .. 85<:l6. • 12 8.50 23. 50 23.51 • 0 01 .17 5E-03 .1HE-06 • 216E-06 15.DD .01D 
SEC 22 14. 75 5DD2<:lo .12 8.75 23. 50 23.51 0 001 .175£-03 .204£-06 • 228E-D6 14. 75 .010 
SEr: 23 14. 50 511t59. • 12 9.01 23. 51 2 3. 51 .001 .175E-D3 .216£-05 .z~t1E-06 14.50 .010 
SEC 24 14.25 52889. .13 9.26 23.51 23.51 • 0 01 .175E-D3 • 229£-06 .256E-D6 1Lt.25 • 011 
Q SEC 25 14.00 5'+3 2 0 • .13 9.51 23.51 23.51 .001 .17 SE-03 .21t3E-06 • 271£-06 14. 0 0 0 011 
SfC 26 13. 75 55751. .13 9.76 2 3. 51 23.51 .001 .175E-03 .258£-06 • 288E-O 6 13. 75 .011 
SEC 27 13. 50 5711\1. .13 10.01 23.51 23.51 .001 .17 SE-03 • 274E-06 .306£-06 13.50 .012 
SFC 28 13. 25 58512. .tit 10.26 2 3. 51 23.51 .001 .17 5E-O 3 .291E-06 • 326::-06 13.25 .D12 
SEC zq 13.00 50043. .1ft 10.51 2 3. 51 23.51 .001 .175E-03 • 311E-06 • lit 7E- D 6 13.00 0 012 
SEC 30 12. 75 &1475. .14 10.76 23.51 23.51 0 0 01 .175E-03 • 331E-06 • 370E-O 6 12.75 .013 
SEC l1 12 0 50 6290 6. .14 11 0 01 2 3 0 51 23.51 • 0 0 1 .175£-03 .354£-06 • 396E-06 12.50 .013 
3Er. 32 12.25 6ft 3 3 8. .15 11.26 23.51 23.51 .001 .17 5E -0 3 .378E-O& .423E-06 12.25 .013 
SEC 3.l 12.00 &5770 0 .15 11.51 23. 51 23.51 .DOl .175E-03 .4D5E-06 .453E-06 12.00 .014 
sEr 3'+ 11.75 67202. • 15 11.76 23.51 23.51 • 0 01 .175E-D3 .435£-0:. .ft86E-D6 11.75 .014 
SEC 35 11.50 61\634. o16 12.01 23. 51 23.51 .001 • 17 5E- OJ .457£-06 • 52 3E-06 11.50 .015 
SFC 36 11.25 700&7. .16 12.26 23. 51 23.51 • 0 01 .175E-03 .5D2E-06 .562E-D6 11.25 .015 
5EC J7 11. DO H50 0. • 15 12.51 23. 51 23.51 .DOt .175E-03 .51t1E-05 • 6116::- D 6 11. DO .016 
SEC 38 10 0 75 72933. .17 12.76 23.51 23.51 .DOl .175£-03 .584£-06 • &54E-D6 10.75 .016 
SFC 3CJ 10. 50 71t3&7. .17 13.01 23.51 23.52 .002 .17 SE-03 .632E-06 • 7o8::-o6 10.50 0 017 
SEC ItO 10.25 75~01. .18 13.27 23. 52 23.52 .002 .175E-03 .684£-06 .767E-06 10.25 .016 
SEC u 10.00 77236. .t8 13.52 23. 52 23.52 .002 .175E-03 .743£-06 .833E-06 10.00 .018 
SFC lt2 g. 75 78671. .19 13.77 23. 52 23.52 .002 .175E-03 • 808E-06 .-906£-0 6 9. 75 .019 
SEC ft~ 9.50 80107. .1'3 14.02 23.52 23.52 .002 .17 5E-O 3 • 8111£-D& .988E-D6 9.50 .020 
SEC 4ft 9.25 111543. • 20 14.27 23.52 23.52 .002 .175E-OJ .952E-06 .t08E-05 9.25 .021 
SEC 1+5 g.oo 82981. • 20 14.52 2 3. 52 23.52 .002 .175E-03 .105E-05 .118E-05 9.00 .021 
SEC lt6 8. 75 841t19o .21 14.77 23. 52 23.53 .002 .175E-03 .116E-05 ~ 130E-O 5 8.75 .022 
SFC 1+7 8.50 ~5858. .21 15.03 23. 53 23.53 .002 .17 5E-03 .127£-05 .143E-D5 8.50 .023 
SEC 411 B.25 a12911. • 22 15.28 23.53 23.53 .002 .175E-03 ol41E-05 .158E-D5 8. 25 .024 
SEC 49 11.1~ 88018. • 22 15.40 23. 53 23.53 .003 .175E-03 o152E-05 .166E-O 5 8.13 .025 
SEC 50 6.DO 66739. .23 15.53 2 3. 53 23.53 .D03 .175::-03 .toOE-05 .11s::-o5 8. 0 0 .02& 
SEC 51 7.1\8 89460. 0 23 15.66 2 3. 53 23.53 .003 .175E-03 .1&8£-05 .185E-05 7.86 .026 
SEC 52 7 0 75 9011\2. .23 15.78 23.53 23.53 .003 .175E-D3 .177£-05 • 19 SE-D 5 7.75 0 027 
SEC 53 7. 63 '10904. .24 15.91 23.53 23.51t • 0 0 3 .175E-03 .187E-05 .206£-05 7. 63 0 027 
SEC 54 7 0 50 91626. .24 16.03 2 3. 53 23.54 0 00 3 .17 SE-03 .198£-05 .217E-05 7.50 .026 




SEC 50 7.25 9l073. • 25 15.29 23. 54 23.54 • 0 03 .175E·03 .222E-05 .243E-05 7. 25 .03D 
SEC 57 7.13 93797. .25 16.41 2 3. 54 23.54 .003 .175E-03 o235E•05 .258E-05 7.13 .030 
SEC 58 7. 00 91t521. .25 16.54 23. 54 23.54 .003 .17 5E-03 .21t9E-05 .27JE-05 7.DD .031 
SEC 59 6.88 9521t7. • 26 16.67 23.54 23.55 .DOlt .17 5E-03 .2&4E-05 .290£-05 &.88 .032 
SFC 60 6.75 95973. .27 16.80 23. 55 23.55 • 0 Olt .17 5E-03 .281E-05 • 309E-O 5 6.75 • 033 
SEC &1 6.63 96699. • 27 1&.92 23. 55 23.55 • 004 .17 SE-03 • 299E-D 5 .328E-05 &.&3 • 03 ft 
·SEC 62 6. 50 '31427. .28 17.05 23. 55 23.55 .004 o175E-03 .319E-05 .350E-05 &.so .035 
SEC &l &. 38 98155. • 28 17.18 23.55 23.56 .004 .11 5::- o 3 .34DE-05 .373E-Il5 &.38 .OJ& 
SEC 64 6.25 9e885. • 29 17.30 23.55 23.56 .004 .t75E-03 o36JE-05 .399E-D5 &.25 • 037 
SEC &5 6.13 '39615. • 30 17.43 23.56 23.56 .004 .175E-O 3 .388E-05 • 427E-D 5 &.13 • 038 
'sEc 66 6. OD 100347. .30 17.56 23.56 23.57 .005 .175E-03 ·'+16E-D5 .457£-05 &.oo .039 
SEC &7 5. 88 101080. • 31 17.&9 23.56 23.57 .005 .175E-D3 .44&£-05 • 490E-D 5 5. 88 .041 
SEC &8 5. 75 101814. .31 17.82 23.57 23.57 .005 o175E-OJ • 479E-05 .527E-D5 5.76 .042 
SEC &9 5.63 102550. • 32 17.95 23. 57 23.58 • 005 .17 5E-03 .515E-05 o567E-05 5.63 .043 
SEC 70 5.50 103268. • 33 18.08 23. 58 23.56 .006 .175E-03 .555E-05 .611E-05 5.51 .045 
SEC 71 5.38 101t028o .34 18.20 23.56 23.59 .oo& .175E-03 o599E-05 .659E-05 5.38 .Oit6 
SEC 72 5.25 10H69. .34 18.33 23. 58 23.59 • 006 .175E-03 .646E-D5 .713E-05 5.26 .048 
SfC 73 5. 13 105513. .35 18.46 23.59 23.60 .006 .17 5E-03 .702£-05 • 773E-D 5 5.13 • 05 D 
O::EC .,,. s.DD 105260. • 3n 16.60 23.60 23.60 .007 .17 5E-O 3 .7&2E-05 .639E-05 5.01 • 05 2 
SEC 75 4.88 10701D. • 37 18.73 23.60 23.&1 • 00 7 .175E-03 .629E-D5 .913E-05 4.88 .054 
SEC 7& 4. 75 107763. .38 16.66 23.61 23.62 .007 .175E-OJ .904£-05 .996£-05 Ito 76 .056 
SEC T7 4. 63 108520. • 39 18.9'3 23.62 23.62 .D08 .t75E-03 .987E-D5 .109E-D4 4.63 • 058 
SEC 78 4.50 1D9282. • 40 19.12 23.62 23.&3 • 0 08 .17 SE-D 3 o106E-04 • 119E-04 4o51 .D&1 
SEC 7'3 4.38 11D048. .41 19.2& 23. 63 23.64 • 009 o175E-D3 .119E-D4 • 131E-D It lt.36 .D63 
SEr. 80 4.25 11ll820. • 43 19.39 23. 64 23.65 .003 .17 5E-03 .131£-04 • 14/tE- 0 It 4.26 .o&o 
SEC 81 4. 13 111598. • 44 19.53 23.65 23.66 • 010 .175£-03 o144E-04 .159£-04 4.13 .069 
SEC 82 4.0& 111990. .45 19.60 23. 66 23.67 • 010 .17 5E-03 .156£-04 .168£-04 Ito 07 .071 
SEC 83 4.00 112384. .45 19.6 7 23.67 23.&6 • 010 .175£-03 .164£-04 • 177£-04 Ito 01, • 072 
SEC 84 3.94 112181. .It& 19.74 23.&7 23.68 • 011 .17 5E-03 .173E-04 • 186E-O 4 3.95 .074 
SEC !15 3.8~ 11317'3. • 47 19.81 23. 68 23.&9 • 011 .175£-03 .U2E-o~t • HOE-04 3.69 .076 
SEC 86 3. 81 113581. .'+7 19.88 23.69 23.70 • 011 .t75E-03 o192E-04 .207£-04 3.82 .078 
SEC 87 3. 75 113985. .48 19.95 23. 70 23.71 .012 o17 5E-03 o203E-Oit .219E-D4 3. 76 .080 
SEC 88 3.69 114392. .r.q 20.02 23.71 23.72 .012 .175E-03 .215£-04 • 232E-04 3.70 .082 
SEC 89 3. 63 114802. • 50 20. oq 23.72 23.73 .013 .17 5E-OJ .228E-04 • 245£-04 3.64 .084 
SEC 90 3. 5& 115217. .51 20.16 23. 73 23.74 • 013 .175£-0 3 o241E-04 • 26DE-D4 3.58 .086 
~EC 91 3. 50 115635. • 52 20.24 23. 74 23.75 .014 .17 5E-03 .256£-04 • 276£-04 3.51 .088 
SEC qz 3.44 116058. .53 20.31 21.75 23.76 .014 .17 5E-03 • 272E-04 .2'33E-04 3.45 .091 
SEC '33 3. 3.8 11&486. .54 20.3'3 23. 7& 2J. 77 .015 .175E-03 .289E-Dit • 311E-04 3.39 .093 
SE: '34 3.31 116'319. .55 20.46 23. 77 23.7'3 • 015 .175E-03 o306E•04 • 331E-O 4 3.33 .096 
~EC qs 3.25 117359. .56 20.54 23. 79 23.80 .016 .17 5E-03 .328£-04 .353E-D4 3.27 .099 
SEC % 3.H 117806. .57 ?.0.62 23. 80 23.62 .016 .175E-03 .350 E-Dit • 37&E-04 3. 20 .102 
SEC '37 3.U 118260. .56 20.70 2 3. 62 23.84 • 017 .t75E-03 • 37 4E-04 o402E-04 3o1ft • 10 5 
SEC '36 3.0& 11672 3. .59 20.78 23.64 23.86 .018 .175E-D3 .400£-04 • 430E-0 4 3.08 • 10 8 
SEC 9'3 3.oo 11'3174. .60 20.86 23. 86 23.87 .019 .181E-03 .3&5E-Dit .lt&1E-D4 3.02 .111 
SEC 10 0 2. qlt 119561. .&2 20.93 23.87 23.89 .019 • 20 7E-03 .282E-D4 .lt94E-04 2.96 .115 
SEC 1 01 2.91 119691. .52 20.96 23.87 23.89 • 020 .288E-03 o274E-Oit .512E-D4 2.93 .117 
SEC 10 2 2.81t 119866. • &It 21.03 23.66 23.90 .021 • 40 6E-03 o46ftE-04 • 551E-D 4 2o86 .121 
SEC 103 2.84 1198 n. • &4 21.04 23. 88 23.'30 .021 • 40 6E-03 o48ftE-04 .551£-04 2.86 .121 
SEC 104 2.83 119878. • &It 21.05 23.88 23.90 • D 21 .296E-D2 -.229E-D3 .5&1E-04 2.85 o122 
SEC 105 z. 81 11 '3879. • 64 21.07 2 3. 88 23.90 .021 .130£-01 -.777£-03 • 571E-O 4 2.83 .123 
SEC 10 6 2. 80 11 '38 6 0. • &5 21.08 23.88 23.90 .021 .165E-01 -.195£-03 .582E-04 2.82 .12ft 
SEC 1 or 2~ 78 11q881o • 65 21.10 23. 88 23.90 .022 .352E-01 -.237£-02 • 5'33£-0 4 2.80 .125 
SEC 10 8 z. 77 119881. .65 21.11 23.88 23.'30 .022. • 587E-01 -.ltlOE-02 • 604E-04 2.79 .126 
SEC 109 2.7& 119881. oDD 21.12 23. 86 23.90 .022 .t01HOO -.103£-01 .610E-04 2.78 • 126 
SEC 110 z. 75 11'3881. .66 21.13 23. 88 23.90 .022 .'376E-01 -.725E-02 .&t&E-04 2.77 .127 
SEC 111 2. 75 119881. • 66 21.13 23. 86 23.'30 .022 .108E+OD -.865£-02 .61'3E-04 2. 77 .127 
SFC 112 2. 74 119881. • 66 21.13 23. 86 23.90 .022 .132E+OD -.210£-02 • 622E-04 2.76 .127 
SEC 113 z. 74 119681. • 66 21.14 23.R7 23.90 .022 o132E+OO -.211E-o2 • 624E-D 4 2.76 .128 
SEC 11'+ 2. 73 119881. • 00 21.14 23.87 23.90 .022 .132£+00 -.212E-02 • &27E-D4 2.76 .128 
I SEC 115 2. 73 119881. • 6& 21.14 2 3. 88 23.90 .022 .125E+OO .436£-02 .630E-04 2.75 .128 
1 
SEC 116 z. 73 119881. • 66 21.15 23.87 23.90 .022 .132E+OO -.211tE-02 .633E-Dit 2.75 .128 
SEC 117 2. 72 119881. • 00 21.15 23.87 23.90 .023 .132£+00 -.215E-02 • 637E-D It ~.75 .129 
SEC 118 2. 71 11'3891. • 07 21.17 2 J. 88 23.90 • 023 .170E-02 .1&0E-D3 • 64'3E-O 4 2.73 • 13 0 
SEC 11'3 2. 64 11'3974. .&8 21.24 23.89 23.91 .024 .805E-03 .126£-03 .701£-04 2.67 .134 
SEC 120 2. 58 120116. • 70 21.32 23.'30 23.93 .025 .SOLtE-03 .1D1E-OJ .7&0E·04 2.61 .139 
SjC 121 2.52 120366. .72 21.41 23. '33 23.'35 .02& • 324E-03 .106£-03 .624£-04 2.55 .tltlt 
SEC 122 2. 4& 120755. .74 21.51 23.'37 23.'39 .028 .243E-03 o990E-04 • 696E-O 4 2.48 .150 
SEC 123 2.3~ 121371. • 7& 21.64 24. [JJ 24.06 .029 .193E-03 .108£-03 .977E-04 2.42 .156 
SEC 12ft 2.33 1Z2218. .78 21. 7'3 24. 12 24.16 • 031 .174E-OJ o109E-03 • 1D7E-O 3 2.36 • 1&2 
stc 125 2.27 1Zl374. • eo 21.9'3 24.26 2r..2q • 0 32 .164E-03 .114£-03 .117E-D 3 2. 30 .169 
5EC '126 z. 21 121t950. o R2 22.24 24.45 24.48 o034 .t61E-OJ o121E-03 .128E-O 3 2. 24 .176 
SEC 127 2.14 127119. • 8ft 22.59 24.73 24.77 .036 • 162£-03 .132£-03 .tltlE-03 2.16 .184 
SEC 128 2. 0 8 131915. .87 23.37 2 5. ~+& 25.50 .039 .161E-03 .150E-Ol .t56E-D3 2.12 .192 
SEC 129 2.05 13'3423. • 88 24.62 26.67 2&.71 .040 o164E-03 .163E-DJ • t&'+E- o ·3 2.09 .197 
RIVEQ 130 1.98 15'3423. .ql 27.'38 2'3.'36 30. DO .043 .175E-03 .175E-O 3 .175E-D 3 2.02 • 20 7 
82 
'lED LOAD DoPOSITION CALCULATIONS NCY = 1&32 MEYER-PeTER MULLER EQUATION 
L DL v au OUCR GSfl OSB OEPBL DZBB ZB CilZ88 
OJVEP. 130 159423. • 91 .1&E+ 0& o. .92E+01 o. 27.96 o • 
20000. .2~E+OO 
sr::c 12'! 133423. 2. 05 .68 .32E+01 .14E-04 24. &2 .11+4E-04 
• 7488. 
SEC 126 131935. 2. 06 • 87 .1&E+O& O. ,7&E+01 .29E+01 
.30E+OO 
.40E-04 23.36 .404E-Oit 
4815. • 53E+OO 
SEC 127 127119. .&2E+01 .23E+01 .11E-03 22.5~ .11 E-03 
21&9. .45E+OO 
SF.C 12& 124950. z. 21 .82 .50E+01 .19E+01 .21E-03 22.24 .206E-03 
157<;. .36E+OO 
SEC 1?5 123374. 2. 27 • ~ 0 .1&E+ 0& O. .15E+01 • 2 '+ E- 0 3 21. 99 .242E-03 
1t 5&. .32E+OD 
SfC 124 122216. ?. 33 • 711 .1&E+O& 0. .31::+01 .12E+01 .26E-03 21.79 .279E-03 
64 7. .27E+OO 
'SfC 123 121371. 2. 39 • 75 .1&E+O& 0. .24E+01 .91E+OO .3ZE-03 21. &4 .32DE-OJ 
&1&. .23E+OO 
SEC 12? 120755. .74 .t&E+06 o. .18E+01 .o9E+OO .37E-03 21.51 .J:.~E-03 
.19E+OO 
SEC 121 12036&. 2. 52 .72 .16E+O& 0. .t3E+01 .5DE+OO • C.6E- 03 21.41 .485E-03 
250. .15E+OO 
SEC 120 12011f:. ;>.58 .70 .U>E+06 0. .91E+OO .34E+OO • 6ZE:-03 21.32 .&21E-03 
11+2. .12E+OD 
SEC 11 g 119974. 2. &4 .58 .t&E+Oo O. .56E+OO .22E+OO .86E-03 21.24 • 677E.-03 
.97E-01 
SEC liB 119891. 2. 71 .&7 .l&E+O& 0. .32E+OO .12E+OO .12E-02 21.17 .117E-02 
9. • 2DE-01 
S>'r. 117 119881. 2. 72 .&& .1&E+06 O. .27E+OO .10E+OO .22E:-02 21.15 .21!)E-02 
0. .48E-OZ 
SEC 11& t1 g~et. ?.. 73 • 65 .l&E+O& O. .2&E+OO .97E-01 .1&E+OO 21.31 .1!)5E+OD 
o. .47E-02 
SfC 115 1198~1. • &n .1&E+O& o. .24E+OO .92E-01 .t&::• 00 21.31 
0. .46£-02 
..,sc; 11'+ 1196~1. 2. 73 • && .1&E+0!) O • .23::+00 .B6E-01 .15E+ 00 21. 2'3 .15E+OJ 
0. .45E-02 
C:fC 113 1198!11. .&& .1&E+06 O. .22E+OO .SJE-01 .1510+00 21.29 .155E+OO 
0 • • 44E-02 
2. 74 • 6& .1&E+O& o. .2E+OO .79[-01 .15E+ 00 21.28 .15U+OO 
0. .43E-02 
SEC 111 119681. 2. 75 • &6 .16Et 0& 0. .20E+OO .74E-01 .15Et00 21.28 .1'+6E+OO 
0. .1+2E-02 
SFC 110119881. 2. 75 • 66 .1&E+O& 0, .19E+ 00 .70E-01 .12E+OO 21.24 .116E+OD 
o. .81E-02 
SEC 1 O'l 11'3881. 2. 7& • 66 .1&Et06 0. .16[+(10 .&2E-o1 .tOE+OO 21.22 .103E+OO 
0. .77E-02 
SEC 108 11911P.1. 2. 77 .:.5 .14E+ 00 .Sl.tE-01 .1E+li0 21.21 .101[+00 
0 • .14E-01 
5EC 107 119681. 2. 711 • &5 .1&E+O& O. .11E+OO .40E:-01 .5+!:-01 21.15 • 53 E-01 
AFTFo 1!)32 PERTODS OF DEPOSTTION •• 
TOTAL AMO~NT OF SEDIMENT orPJSITEO ••• I 
TOTQ~B = ,347E+Ol CU.M/HO. TOTGSd = ,919E+01 TONS/MO. 
~AXIHUM OEDOSIT TH!C~NESS ••• I 
r.OZBt-< = .165 M. 0{ PCOZ"' = 6,052 0/0 OF WATER DEPTH 
TT Dl.CU~S AT A JISTII'I:::E OF 0 U~ = 1198e.1.5 H, F~JH T~:: DAi'l, AND, 




>!.ESEPVOI'I 3ED PRDF!LE A~="TE"' 1632 11 ERIO~S OF DEPJSIT IJN 
N LO ZBO N LO ZBO N L) ZBO N LO ZBO N LO BO 
1 o. o. 2 • 286E+04 • SOOE+OO 3 .572E+04 .100E+01 4 .857E+04 .t50E+01 5 .114E+05 • 200E+01 
& .tlt3E+05 • 25 OE+O 1 7 .171£+05 .300£+01 B .200E+05 .:l50f.+01 9 .229E+05 .400E+01 10 .257E+05 .!t50~+01 
11 • 286E+05 .5001:+01 12 .314E+05 .550£+01 13 • 343E+05 .600E+01 14 .372E+05 .&50E+01 15 .400E+05 .700~+01 to .41t.E+O? .725E+01 17 • 429E+05 • 750E+01 1~ • 4!tE+D5 .775E+01 19 .!t57E+D5 .600E+D1 20 .472Et05 .625~+01 
2-1 o!t66E+Ot; .850E+01 22 .50DE+05 .875£+01 23 .st5o+D5 .901£+01 24 .529E+05 .92&Et01 25 .51t3E+05 • 951E+01 
2& ,55~E+O<: .97&E+01 27 .5 7?HD5 .100E+02 28 .5BoC:+D5 .103E+02 29 • 600E+ 05 .105E+02 30 .6t5E+Oi .108::+02 
31 .629£+0" .110E+02 12 .643E+05 .113E+02 33 • 658E+05 .115£+02 3!t .672E+05 .118E+02 35 .686£+05 .120E+02 
36 .701E+0'3 .123£+02 37 • 715£+05 .125£+02 38 .729E+05 .128£+02 39 .71tltE+05 .130£+02 40 .75~E+05 .13E+02 
lot .772E+0" .135£+02 !t2 • 787£+05 .t38E+02 43 .~OE+05 .140E+02 41t .815E+05 .1'+3 E+02 lt5 .830£+05 .11t5~+02 ~.., ,81tltE+05 .11t8E+02 lt7 • 859£+05 .150£+02 ItA .873Et05 .153£+02 lt9 .8110E+05 .151tE+02 50 .887£+05 .155E+02 
51 ,q95F+n5 .157E+02 52 • 902E"t05 .t58E+ 02 53 .909E+05 • 15 9E + 0 2 Sit .91&£+05 .160E+02 55 .923E+05 .1&2E+02 
50 .931E+OS .t&3E+02 5l" • 93~£+05 .161tE+02 58 .'llt5!:+05 .t65E+02 59 • 952E+ 05 .167E+02 &0 .960£+05 .168E+02 
61 .9&7F+O~ .to'!E+02 62 .974£+05 .170£+02 63 .'182E+05 .t72E+02 64 .989E+05 .173E+02 &5 • 99oE+os o174E+02 
&f> .lOOE+OE'> .t7&E+02 &7 .101E+O& .177E+02 68 .t02E+O& .178E+02 &9 .tOJEtO& .179£+02 70 .1 0 3Et 0 & .181E+02 
71 .tOitE<O& .1~?E+02 72 .105£+06 .183£+02 73 .tO&EtO& .185E+02 71t .10&E+O& .18&E+02 75 .107Et0o .187~+02 
7& .tO~E+O<; .t~'!E+02 77 • 1 09E+06 .190E+02 78 .t09E+O& .191E+02 79 .110E+O& .193E+02 80 .111E+Oo .194::+02 
H .112F+OF- • B5!:+02 82 .112!:+0& .196E+02 63 .112E+06 .t97E+02 Bit .113E+ 06 .t97C:+02 85 .113E + 0 6 .198~+02 
~f> .11 !tF+OF, .19'lE+02 87 .114E+06 .t99E+02 68 .11'+E+06 .200£+02 89 .115Et06 .201£+02 90 , 115E • 0 & .202~•02 
ql 
.11'>Et0f .?02E+02 9? .11E>E+06 ,203E+02 93 .116E+06 , 2 0 ltE +0 2 94 .117E+O& .205£+02 95 .117E+O& .205~+02 
% .tl~HOE> .206E+O? 97 .1BE+06 .207E+02 96 ol19Et06 .206E+02 99 • 119E+ 06 .209E+02 100 .120Et06 • 209~+02 
101 .12~"·0"- .?10£+02 102 , 120E+06 .?10E+02 103 .12ot:+06 .?10!:.+02 104 .120£+06 .21H.t02 105 .120E+06 .21E+02 
10& • tZOE+OF .~11E+02 107 .120[+06 .212Et02 10 6 .t20E+06 .212Et02 109 o120E+O& ,212E+02 110 .120E+Oo .212~+02 
111 .1?0[+01'- ,;>tJE+O? 112 .120"+06 .213E+02 113 .120E•06 .213E+02 111t .120E+O& .213£+02 115 .120E+Oo .213E+02 
lln .1?0E+On • 21~E+O 2 117 .120E+O& .212E+02 11R .120E+06 .212E+02 119 .t20E+06 .212Et02 120 .120E+Oo • 21Et02 
121 .1?0EtQ<; .214E+02 122 .121E+06 .215C:t02 12 3 .121E+06 • 216E + 0 2 124 .122E+O& .216Et02 125 .123£+06 .220E+02 
12f> .1?5E:+O~'- • ?2?E+O 2 127 .127[+0& .22&Et0? 12B .ll2E+06 .234£+02 129 .139E+O& .21t&E+02 130 .159E+Oo .2800+02 
131 .1o'lF+n~ • ?'!7E +02 13?. .t70E+O& o298E+02 133 .178!::+06 .311E+02 134 .t80E+o& .315E+02 135 .185E•O& • 321tE+02 
1Jf> ,1g8F•O"' • 332E+02 137 .195£+06 ,Jit1E+02 13!1 .200£+06 .350[+02 139 .205E+O& .359Et0? 11t0 .210E+Oo • 367~+02 
141 •'lS'"+O"- .37f>E+02 1'+2 • 220E+06 .385E+ 02 lit 3 .225E+06 .391tE+02 141t .230Et06 .402E+02 145 .235E+Oo .lt1E+02 
146 • ? "0 ~ .. 0 <, .1+20":+02 11t7 • :>45E+ 05 .429Et02 11t8 .250Et06 .lt37Et02 11t9 .255Et06 .!tlt6E+02 150 ;zcOEtO& .455E+02 
• 
• 
• 
